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How do we build algorithms for agent interactions with human adversaries? Stackelberg
games are natural models for many important applications that involve human interaction,
such as oligopolistic markets and security domains. In Stackelberg games, one player, the
leader, commits to a strategy and the follower makes her decision with knowledge of the
leader’s commitment. Existing algorithms for Stackelberg games efficiently find optimal
solutions (leader strategy), but they critically assume that the follower plays optimally.
Unfortunately, in many applications, agents face human followers (adversaries) who —
because of their bounded rationality and limited observation of the leader strategy —
may deviate from their expected optimal response. In other words, human adversaries’
decisions are biased due to their bounded rationality and limited observations. Not taking
into account these likely deviations when dealing with human adversaries may cause
an unacceptable degradation in the leader’s reward, particularly in security applications
where these algorithms have seen deployment. The objective of this paper therefore is to
investigate how to build algorithms for agent interactions with human adversaries.
To address this crucial problem, this paper introduces a new mixed-integer linear program
(MILP) for Stackelberg games to consider human adversaries, incorporating: (i) novel
anchoring theories on human perception of probability distributions and (ii) robustness
approaches for MILPs to address human imprecision. Since this new approach considers
human adversaries, traditional proofs of correctness or optimality are insufficient; instead,
it is necessary to rely on empirical validation. To that end, this paper considers four
settings based on real deployed security systems at Los Angeles International Airport (Pita
et al., 2008 [35]), and compares 6 different approaches (three based on our new approach
and three previous approaches), in 4 different observability conditions, involving 218
human subjects playing 2960 games in total. The final conclusion is that a model which
incorporates both the ideas of robustness and anchoring achieves statistically significant
higher rewards and also maintains equivalent or faster solution speeds compared to
existing approaches.
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1. Introduction

In Stackelberg games, one player, the leader, commits to a strategy publicly before the remaining players, the followers,
make their decision [16]. There are many multiagent security domains, such as attacker–defender scenarios and patrolling,
where these types of commitments are necessary by the security agent [3,6,21,34] and it has been shown that Stackelberg
games appropriately model these commitments [33,35]. For example, in an airport setting there may be six terminals serving
passengers, but only four bomb sniffing canine units to patrol the terminals. In this scenario the canine units decide on a
randomized patrolling strategy over these six terminals first, while their adversaries conduct surveillance and act taking
this committed strategy into account. Indeed, Stackelberg games are at the heart of the ARMOR system deployed at the Los
Angeles International Airport (LAX) to schedule security personnel since August 2007 [33,35] and have been deployed for
the Federal Air Marshals service since October 2009 [21,45]. Moreover, these games have potential applications for network
routing, pricing in transportation systems and many others [9,23].

Existing algorithms for Bayesian Stackelberg games find optimal solutions considering an a priori probability distribution
over possible follower types [10,33]. Unfortunately, to guarantee optimality, these algorithms make strict assumptions on
the underlying games, namely that the players are perfectly rational and that the followers perfectly observe the leader’s
strategy. However, these assumptions rarely hold in real-world domains, particularly when dealing with humans. Of spe-
cific interest are the security domains mentioned earlier (e.g. LAX) — even though an automated program may determine
an optimal leader (security personnel) strategy, it must take into account a human follower (adversary). Such human ad-
versaries may not be utility maximizers, computing optimal decisions. Instead, their decisions may be governed by their
bounded rationality [41] which causes them to deviate from their expected optimal strategy. Humans may also suffer from
limited observability of the security personnel’s strategy, giving them a false impression of that strategy. In other words,
when making decisions based on their own cognitive abilities, humans are biased due to their bounded rationality and in-
ability to obtain complete sets of observations. Thus, a human adversary may not respond with the game theoretic optimal
choice, causing the leader to face uncertainty over the gamut of adversary’s actions. Therefore, in general, the leader in a
Stackelberg game must commit to a strategy considering three different types of uncertainty:

(i) adversary response uncertainty due to her bounded rationality where the adversary may not choose the utility maxi-
mizing optimal strategy;

(ii) adversary response uncertainty due to her limitations in appropriately observing the leader strategy;
(iii) adversary reward uncertainty modeled as different reward matrices with a Bayesian a priori distribution assumption,

i.e. a Bayesian Stackelberg game.

While existing algorithms handle the third type of uncertainty [10,33], these models can give a severely under-performing
strategy when the adversary deviates because of the first two types of uncertainty. This degradation in leader rewards may
be unacceptable in certain domains.

To overcome this limitation, this paper proposes a new algorithm based on a mixed-integer linear program (MILP). The
major contribution of this new MILP is in providing a fundamentally novel integration of key ideas from:

(i) previous best known algorithms from the multiagent literature for solving Bayesian Stackelberg games;
(ii) robustness approaches for games from robust optimization literature [1,30];

(iii) anchoring theories on human perception of probability distributions from psychology [13,14,38].

While the robustness approach helps address human response imprecision, anchoring, which is an expansion of general
support theory [46] on how humans attribute probabilities to a discrete set of events, helps address limited observational
capabilities. To the best of our knowledge, the effectiveness of the combination of these ideas has not been explored in the
context of Stackelberg games (or any other games). By uniquely incorporating these ideas our goal is to defend against the
sub-optimal choices that humans may make due to bounded rationality or observational limitations. This MILP complements
the prior algorithms for Bayesian Stackelberg games, handling all three types of uncertainty mentioned.1

Since this algorithm is centered on addressing non-optimal and uncertain human responses, traditional proofs of correct-
ness and optimality are insufficient: it is necessary to experimentally test this new approach against existing approaches.
Experimental analysis with human subjects allows us to show how this algorithm is expected to perform against human
adversaries compared to previous approaches. To that end, we experimentally tested our new algorithm to determine its
success by considering four settings based on real deployed security systems at LAX [35]. In all four settings, 6 different
approaches were compared (three based on the new algorithm, one existing approach, and two baseline approaches), in 4
different observability conditions. These experiments involved 218 human subjects playing 2960 games in total and yielded
statistically significant results showing that our new algorithm substantially outperformed existing methods when dealing
with human adversaries. Runtime results were also gathered from our new algorithm against previous approaches showing
that its solution speeds are equivalent to or faster than previous approaches. Based on these results we conclude that, while

1 Although the MILP presented handles all three types of uncertainty, the focus of this paper is handling the first two types of uncertainty.
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Table 1
Payoff table for example Stackelberg game.

c d

a 2,1 4,0
b 1,0 3,2

theoretically optimal, existing algorithms for Bayesian Stackelberg games may need to be significantly modified for secu-
rity domains. They are not only outperformed by our new algorithm, which incorporates both robustness approaches and
anchoring theories, but also may be outperformed by simple baseline algorithms when playing against human adversaries
in certain cases. Our results also show that the anchoring bias may play a particularly important role in human responses
under all observability conditions, and exploiting this bias can lead to significant performance improvements. This is an im-
portant conclusion since existing algorithms have seen real deployment such as at Los Angeles International Airport (LAX)
and the Federal Air Marshals service [21,35].

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 describes necessary background information on Bayesian Stack-
elberg games, an existing algorithm for solving Bayesian Stackelberg games and baseline algorithms that are used in the
experimental section. In Section 3 we introduce the concepts behind our new algorithm and the MILP in detail. In Section 4
we present some propositions that show under certain conditions our robust models become equivalent to theoretically op-
timal solvers. Section 5 presents our experimental analysis of our new MILP against the algorithms presented in Section 2.
In Section 6 we provide related work and finally in Section 7 we provide a summary of our work.

2. Background

2.1. Stackelberg game

In a Stackelberg game, a leader commits to a strategy first, and then a follower selfishly optimizes her reward, considering
the action chosen by the leader. To see the advantage of being the leader in a Stackelberg game, consider a simple game with
the payoff table as shown in Table 1. The leader is the row player and the follower is the column player. The only pure-
strategy Nash equilibrium for this game is when the leader plays a and the follower plays c, which gives the leader a payoff
of 2; in fact, for the leader, playing b is strictly dominated. However, if the leader can commit to playing b before the
follower chooses her strategy, then the leader will obtain a payoff of 3, since the follower would then play d to ensure a
higher payoff for herself. If the leader commits to a uniform mixed strategy of playing a and b with equal (0.5) probability,
then the follower will play d, leading to a payoff for the leader of 3.5.

In this article we assume that a leader commits to a mixed strategy and the follower may or may not fully observe
this strategy before making a decision. Such a commitment to a mixed strategy models a real-world situation where police
commit to a randomized patrolling strategy first. Given this commitment, adversaries can choose whether or not and how
much surveillance to conduct of this mixed strategy. Even with knowledge of this mixed strategy, the adversaries have no
specific knowledge of what the police may do on a particular day however. They only have knowledge of the mixed strategy
the police will use to decide their resource allocations for that day.

2.2. Bayesian Stackelberg game

We now define a Bayesian Stackelberg game. A Bayesian game contains a set of N agents, and each agent n must be
one of a given set of types. This paper considers a Bayesian Stackelberg game that was inspired by the security domain
presented by LAX [35]. This game has two agents, the defender (leader) and the attacker (follower). We denote the set of
possible leader types by Θ and the set of possible follower types by Ψ . For the security games of interest in this paper,
we assume that there is only one leader type (e.g. only one police force), although there can be multiple follower types
(e.g. multiple adversary types trying to infiltrate security). Therefore, while Θ contains only one element, there is no such
restriction on Ψ . However, the leader does not know the follower’s type. For each agent (defender or attacker), there is a set
of strategies. We denote the leader’s set of pure strategies by σi ∈ ΣΘ and the follower’s set of pure strategies by σ j ∈ ΣΨ .
Payoffs for each player (defender and attacker) are defined over all possible joint strategy outcomes: ΩΘ : ΣΘ × ΣΨ → �
for the leader and similarly for the follower. The payoff functions are extended to mixed strategies in the standard way by
taking the expectation over pure-strategy outcomes. Our goal is to find the optimal mixed strategy for the leader to commit
to, given that the follower may know this mixed strategy when choosing her strategy.

2.3. Stackelberg equilibria

There are two types of unique Stackelberg equilibria we are interested in, first proposed by Leitmann [25], and typically
called “strong” and “weak” after Breton et al. [5]. The strong form assumes that the follower will always choose the best
strategy for the leader in cases of indifference (i.e. a tie), while the weak form assumes that the follower will choose the
worst strategy for the leader. A strong Stackelberg equilibrium exists in all Stackelberg games, but a weak Stackelberg equi-
librium may not. In addition, the leader can often induce the favorable strong equilibrium by selecting a strategy arbitrarily
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close to the equilibrium that causes the follower to strictly prefer the desired favorable strategy for the leader [48]. We focus
on the strong Stackelberg equilibrium, as that is the most commonly adopted concept in the related literature [10,21,31,33]
due to the key existence results; however, we will also examine situations where the follower chooses the worst strategy
for the leader.

2.4. DOBSS

We now describe the Decomposed Optimal Bayesian Stackelberg Solver (DOBSS) in detail as it provides a starting point
for the algorithms we develop in the next section. While the problem of choosing an optimal strategy for the leader in a
Stackelberg game is NP-hard for a Bayesian game with multiple follower types [10], researchers have continued to provide
practical improvements. DOBSS is currently the most efficient general Stackelberg solver [33] and is in use for security
scheduling at the Los Angeles International Airport. It operates directly on the compact Bayesian representation, giving
speedups over the multiple linear programs method [10] which requires conversion of the Bayesian game into a normal-
form game by the Harsanyi transformation [18]. In particular, DOBSS obtains a decomposition scheme by exploiting the
property that follower types are independent of each other. The key to the DOBSS decomposition is the observation that
evaluating the leader strategy against a Harsanyi-transformed game matrix is equivalent to evaluating against each of the
game matrices for the individual follower types and then obtaining a weighted sum.

We first present DOBSS in its most intuitive form as a Mixed-Integer Quadratic Program (MIQP); we then present a
linearized equivalent Mixed-Integer Linear Program (MILP). The DOBSS model explicitly represents the actions by the leader
and the optimal actions for the follower types in the problem solved by the leader. Note that we need to consider only
the reward-maximizing pure strategies of the follower types, since for a given fixed mixed strategy x of the leader, each
follower type faces a problem with fixed linear rewards. If a mixed strategy is optimal for the follower, then so are all the
pure strategies in support of that mixed strategy.

Thus, we denote by x the leader’s policy, which consists of a probability distribution over the leader’s pure strategies
σi ∈ ΣΘ . Hence, the value xi is the proportion of times in which pure strategy σi ∈ ΣΘ is used in the policy. Similarly, we
denote by ql a probability distribution for follower type l ∈ Ψ over the possible pure strategies where ql

j is the probability
of taking strategy σ j ∈ ΣΨ for follower type l. We denote by X and Q the index sets of the leader and follower l’s pure
strategies, respectively. We also index the payoff matrices of the leader and each of the follower types l ∈ Ψ by the matrices
Rl and Cl where Rl

i j and Cl
i j are the rewards obtained if the leader takes strategy σi ∈ ΣΘ and the follower of type l takes

strategy σ j ∈ ΣΨ . Let M be a large positive number; constraint 3 in the MIQP below requires that the variable al be set to
the maximum reward follower type l can obtain given the current policy x taken by the leader. Given prior probabilities pl ,
with l ∈ Ψ , of facing each follower type, the leader solves the following:

max
x,q,a

∑
i∈X

∑
l∈Ψ

∑
j∈Q

pl Rl
i jxiq

l
j (1)

s.t.
∑
i∈X

xi = 1 (2)

∑
j∈Q

ql
j = 1 ∀l ∈ Ψ (3)

0 �
(

al −
∑
i∈X

Cl
i jxi

)
�

(
1 − ql

j

)
M ∀l ∈ Ψ, j ∈ Q (4)

xi ∈ [0 . . . 1] ∀i ∈ X (5)

ql
j ∈ {0,1} ∀l ∈ Ψ, j ∈ Q (6)

al ∈ � ∀l ∈ Ψ (7)

Here for a leader strategy x and a strategy ql for each follower type, the objective represents the expected reward for the
leader considering the a priori distribution over different follower types pl . The first and the fourth constraints define the
set of feasible solutions x ∈ X as a probability distribution over the set of strategies σi ∈ ΣΘ . Constraints 2 and 5 limit the
vector of strategies of follower type l, ql , to be a pure strategy over the set Q (that is each ql has exactly one coordinate
equal to one and the rest equal to zero). The two inequalities in constraint 3 ensure that ql

j = 1 only for a strategy j that
is optimal for follower type l. Indeed this is a linearized form of the optimality conditions for the linear programming
problem solved by each follower type. We explain constraint 3 as follows: note that the leftmost inequality ensures that
∀l ∈ Ψ , j ∈ Q , al �

∑
i∈X Cl

i j xi . This means that given the leader’s policy x, al is an upper bound on follower type l’s reward

for any strategy. The rightmost inequality is inactive for every strategy where ql
j = 0, since M is a large positive quantity.

For the strategy that has ql
j = 1 this inequality states al �

∑
i∈X Cl

i j xi , which combined with the previous inequality shows
that this strategy must be optimal for follower type l.
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We can linearize the quadratic programming problem (1) through the change of variables zl
i j = xiql

j , thus obtaining the
following mixed integer linear programming problem:

max
q,z,a

∑
i∈X

∑
l∈L

∑
j∈Q

pl Rl
i j z

l
i j (8)

s.t.
∑
i∈X

∑
j∈Q

zl
i j = 1 ∀l ∈ Ψ (9)

∑
j∈Q

zl
i j � 1 ∀l ∈ Ψ, i ∈ X (10)

ql
j �

∑
i∈X

zl
i j � 1 ∀l ∈ Ψ, j ∈ Q (11)

∑
j∈Q

ql
j = 1 ∀l ∈ Ψ (12)

0 �
(

al −
∑
i∈X

Cl
i j

( ∑
h∈Q

zl
ih

))
�

(
1 − ql

j

)
M ∀l ∈ Ψ, j ∈ Q (13)

∑
j∈Q

zl
i j =

∑
j∈Q

z1
i j ∀l ∈ Ψ, i ∈ X (14)

zl
i j ∈ [0 . . . 1] ∀l ∈ Ψ, i ∈ X, j ∈ Q (15)

ql
j ∈ {0,1} ∀l ∈ Ψ, j ∈ Q (16)

al ∈ � ∀l ∈ Ψ (17)

Our implementation of DOBSS solves this mixed integer linear program, which was shown to be equivalent to (1) and the
equivalent Harsanyi transformed Stackelberg game in [33]. Problem (8) can be solved using efficient integer programming
packages. For a more in depth explanation of DOBSS please see [33].

2.5. Baseline algorithms

For completeness this paper includes both a uniformly random strategy and a MAXIMIN strategy against human oppo-
nents as a baseline against the performance of both existing algorithms, such as DOBSS, and our new algorithm. Proposed
algorithms must outperform the two baseline algorithms to provide benefits.

2.5.1. UNIFORM
UNIFORM is the most basic method of randomization which just assigns an equal probability of taking each strategy

σi ∈ ΣΘ (a uniform distribution).

2.5.2. MAXIMIN
MAXIMIN is a traditional approach which assumes the follower may take any of the available actions. The objective of

the following LP is to maximize the minimum reward, γ , the leader will obtain irrespective of the follower’s action:

max
∑
l∈L

plγl (18)

s.t.
∑
i∈X

xi = 1 (19)

∑
i∈X

Rl
i jxi � γl ∀l ∈ Ψ, j ∈ Q (20)

xi ∈ [0 . . . 1] ∀i ∈ X (21)

3. Robust algorithm

There are two fundamental assumptions underlying current algorithms for Stackelberg games, including DOBSS. First, the
follower is assumed to act with infallible utility maximizing rationality, choosing the absolute optimal among her strategies.
Second, if the follower faces a tie in her strategies’ rewards, she will break it in favor of the leader, choosing the one that
gives a higher reward to the leader (a strong Stackelberg equilibrium). This standard assumption is also shown to follow
from the follower’s rationality and optimal response under some conditions [48]. Unfortunately, in many real-world domains,
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agents can face human followers who may not respond optimally: this may be caused by their bounded rationality or their
uncertainty regarding the leader strategy. In essence, the leader faces uncertainty over follower responses — the follower
may not choose the optimal response, but from a range of possible responses — potentially significantly degrading leader
rewards. No a priori probability distributions are available or assumed for this follower response uncertainty.

To remedy this situation, we draw inspiration from robust optimization methodology, in which the decision maker opti-
mizes against the worst outcome over some uncertainty [1,29]. We also draw inspiration from psychological support theory
for human decision making when humans are given a discrete set of actions and an unknown probability function over
those actions [38,46]. In the presented Stackelberg problem, the leader will make a robust decision by considering that the
follower, who may not follow the utility maximizing rationality, could choose a strategy from her range of possible responses
that degrades the leader reward the most or that she could choose a strategy that is based on her limited observations.

To that end, this paper introduces a mixed-integer linear program (MILP), COBRA (Combined Observability and Rationality
Assumption), that builds on the Bayesian Stackelberg game model in DOBSS. This MILP continues to handle adversary
reward uncertainty in the same fashion as DOBSS. Along with handling reward uncertainty, it also addresses the uncertainty
that may arise from human imprecision in choosing the expected optimal strategy due to bounded rationality and limited
observations. Namely it introduces the idea of robust responses to ε-optimal follower responses into DOBSS and Stackelberg
games in general. It also utilizes the concept of anchoring biases to protect against limited observation conditions, handling
observational uncertainty. We first describe in depth the key ideas behind our new approach and then incrementally define
the MILP that uses them.

3.1. Key ideas

The two main ideas in our new algorithm is addressing boundedly rational opponents and anchoring biases those oppo-
nents may have.

3.1.1. Bounded rationality
Our new algorithm assumes that the follower is boundedly rational and may not strictly maximize utility. As a result,

the follower may select an ε-optimal response strategy, i.e. the follower may choose any of the responses within ε-reward
of her optimal strategy. This choice may be caused by a variety of reasons, but we attempt to guard against the choices
that fall within this ε-bound of the optimal response. Similar approaches have been applied in simultaneous move games
and are known as ε-equilibria [44], but these ε-equilibria have not been considered in Stackelberg settings and our method
differs in that we only consider ε-deviations of the follower while the leader remains perfectly rational. More specifically,
given multiple possible ε-optimal responses, the robust approach is to assume that the follower could choose the one that
provides the leader the worst reward — not necessarily because the follower attends to the leader reward, but to robustly
guard against the worst-case outcome. In an adversarial setting, such as the one we face, handling the worst case outcome
may be in the best interest of the leader. This worst case assumption contrasts with those of other Stackelberg solvers which
assume the follower will play a strong Stackelberg equilibrium (choosing a strategy that favors the leader in the case of a
tie) [10,33], making our approach novel to address human followers.

3.1.2. Anchoring theory
Support theory is a theory of subjective probability [46] and has been used to introduce anchoring biases [13,14,38]. An

anchoring bias is when, given no information about the occurrence of a discrete set of events, humans will tend to assign
an equal weight to the occurrence of each event (a uniform distribution). This is also referred to as giving full support to
the ignorance prior [14]. It has been shown through extensive experimentation that humans are particularly susceptible to
giving full support to the ignorance prior before they are given any information and that, once given information, they are
slow to update away from this assumption [13,14,38]. Thus they leave some support, α ∈ [0 . . . 1], on the ignorance prior
and the rest, 1 − α, on the occurrence they have actually viewed. As humans become more confident in what they are
viewing, this bias begins to diminish, decreasing the value of α.

Models have been proposed to address this bias and predict what probability a human will assign to a particular event
x from a set of events X based on the evaluative assessment (i.e. assessment based on events actually viewed) they have
made for the occurrence of that event. Let x represent a particular event, X\x represent the remaining events possible,
let P (x), P (X\x) be the real probabilities and P (x′), P ((X\x)′) represent the probability a human assigns to event x and
X\x respectively. One model, [14], defines the human estimated probabilities with the following ratios P (x′)/P ((X\x)′) =
(|x|/|X\x|)α(P (x)/P (X\x))1−α . Here, |x|/|X\x| is the ratio in the case of uniform probabilities and represents the ignorance
prior. The α value indicates the relative contribution of these two sources of information. Note that as α approaches 1, the
estimated probability converges on the uniform assumption, while when α approaches 0, it is closer to the true probability
distribution. Research suggests that as people gain more relevant knowledge they will give less support to the ignorance
prior and more support to evaluative assessment thus decreasing the value of α [13,14,38].

An alternative model assumes the estimated probabilities are directly calculated using a simple linear model [12,46]:
P (x′) = α(1/|X |) + (1 − α)P (x). We commandeer this anchoring bias for Stackelberg games to determine how a human
follower may perceive the leader strategy. For example, in the game shown in Table 1, suppose the leader strategy was
to play a with a probability of 0.8 and b with 0.2. Anchoring bias would predict that in the absence of any information
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(α = 1), humans will assign a probability of 0.5 to each of a and b, and will only update this belief (alter the value of α)
after observing the leader strategy for some time. Although these may not be the only possible models for determining
anchoring bias, they are standard in the related literature [14,46] and the linear model is ideal since the odds form model
is not easily representable in an MILP.

As an alternative approach we could use Bayesian updating to predict how humans will perceive the probability of each
event from a set of events after obtaining some observations. However, there is more support in the literature that humans
act according to subjective probability and anchoring biases rather than performing Bayesian updating when evaluating
evidence [13,14,20,38,46]. Also, using Bayesian updates requires tracking which observations the humans have received
while in the real world, security forces will not be aware of which days adversaries take observations and which days they
do not. Anchoring bias is more general in that it allows us to work with just an estimate of how many observations we
believe an adversary will take rather than which specific observations she takes. Specifically we assign a value to α based on
how much evidence we think the human will receive. If the human adversary is expected to observe our policy frequently
and carefully then α will be low while if we suspect she will not have many observations of our policy, α will be high.

3.2. COBRA(α, ε)

COBRA(α, ε) is the new algorithm we introduce in this article. To introduce it in steps, we will first introduce two
simplified versions of our algorithm which we will refer to as COBRA(0, ε) and COBRA(α,0). COBRA(0, ε) deals only with
bounded rationality and COBRA(α,0) deals only with observational uncertainty. After introducing each of these pieces
individually we will combine them into a single algorithm that can handle both types of uncertainty which we refer to
as COBRA(α, ε). For each of these algorithms α and ε represent two parameters that can be adjusted.

3.2.1. COBRA(0, ε)

COBRA(0, ε) considers the case of a boundedly rational follower, where it maximizes the minimum reward it obtains
from any ε-optimal response from the follower. In the following MILP, we use the same variable notation as in DOBSS.
In addition, the variables hl

j identify the optimal strategy for follower type l with a value of al in the third and fourth

constraints. Variables ql
j represent all ε-optimal strategies for follower type l; the second constraint now allows selection

of more than one ε-optimal strategy per follower type. The fifth constraint ensures that ql
j = 1 for every action j such

that al − ∑
i∈X Cl

i j xi < ε, since in this case the middle term in the inequality is less than ε and the left inequality is then

only satisfied if ql
j = 1. This robust approach required the design of a new objective and an additional constraint. The sixth

constraint helps define the objective value against follower type l, γl , which must be lower than any leader reward for all
actions ql

j = 1, as opposed to the DOBSS formulation which has only one action ql
j = 1. Setting γl to the minimum leader

reward allows COBRA(0, ε) to robustly guard against the worst case scenario. The new MILP is as follows:

max
x,q,h,a,γ

∑
l∈L

plγl (22)

s.t.
∑
i∈X

xi = 1 (23)

∑
j∈Q

ql
j � 1 ∀l ∈ Ψ (24)

∑
j∈Q

hl
j = 1 ∀l ∈ Ψ (25)

0 �
(

al −
∑
i∈X

Cl
i jxi

)
�

(
1 − hl

j

)
M ∀l ∈ Ψ, j ∈ Q (26)

ε
(
1 − ql

j

)
� al −

∑
i∈X

Cl
i jxi � ε + (

1 − ql
j

)
M ∀l ∈ Ψ, j ∈ Q (27)

M
(
1 − ql

j

) +
∑
i∈X

Rl
i jxi � γl ∀l ∈ Ψ, j ∈ Q (28)

hl
j � ql

j ∀l ∈ Ψ, j ∈ Q (29)

xi ∈ [0 . . . 1] ∀i ∈ X (30)

ql
j,hl

j ∈ {0,1} ∀l ∈ Ψ, j ∈ Q (31)

al ∈ � ∀l ∈ Ψ (32)
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3.3. COBRA(α,0)

COBRA(α,0) considers the case where the human follower is perfectly rational, but faces limited observations.
COBRA(α,0) draws upon the theory of anchoring biases mentioned previously to help address the human uncertainty that
arises from such limited observation. It deals with two strategies:

(i) the real leader strategy (x), and
(ii) the perceived strategy by the follower (x′), where x′ is defined by the linear model presented earlier.

Thus, xi is replaced in the third constraint with x′
i and x′

i is accordingly defined as x′
i = α(1/|X |)+ (1−α)xi . The justification

for this replacement is as follows. First, this particular constraint ensures that the follower maximizes her reward. Since the
follower believes x′ to be the leader strategy then she will choose her strategy according to x′ and not x. Second, given this
knowledge, the leader can find the follower’s responses based on x′ and optimize its actual strategy x against this strategy.
Since x′ is a combination of the support for x and the support toward the ignorance prior, COBRA(α,0) is able to find
a strategy x that will maximize the leader’s reward based on the relative contribution of these two sources of support.2

For consistency among our new approaches we use the same objective introduced in MILP (22). The new MILP then is as
follows:

max
l

∑
l∈L

plγl (33)

s.t.
∑
i∈X

xi = 1 (34)

∑
j∈Q

ql
j = 1 ∀l ∈ Ψ (35)

0 �
(

al −
∑
i∈X

Cl
i jx

′
i

)
�

(
1 − ql

j

)
M ∀l ∈ Ψ, j ∈ Q (36)

M
(
1 − ql

j

) +
∑
i∈X

Rl
i jxi � γl ∀l ∈ Ψ, j ∈ Q (37)

xi ∈ [0 . . . 1] ∀i ∈ X (38)

ql
j ∈ {0,1} ∀l ∈ Ψ, j ∈ Q (39)

al ∈ � ∀l ∈ Ψ (40)

x′
i = α

(
1/|X |) + (1 − α)xi ∀i ∈ X (41)

3.4. COBRA(α, ε)

COBRA(α, ε) is an MILP that combines both a bounded rationality assumption and an observational uncertainty assump-
tion. This is achieved by incorporating the alterations made in COBRA(α,0) and COBRA(0, ε) into a single MILP. Namely,
COBRA(α, ε) includes both the ε parameter and the α parameter from MILP (22) and MILP (33) respectively. The MILP that
follows is identical to MILP (22) except that in the fourth and fifth constraints, xi is replaced with x′

i as it is in MILP (33).
The justification for this replacement is the same as in MILP (33). The new MILP then is as follows:

max
x,q,h,a,γ

∑
l∈L

plγl (42)

s.t.
∑
i∈X

xi = 1 (43)

∑
j∈Q

ql
j � 1 ∀l ∈ Ψ (44)

∑
j∈Q

hl
j = 1 ∀l ∈ Ψ (45)

2 In an alternative generalized approach we could allow for an αl for each adversary type l ∈ Ψ . However, there are two considerations to take into
account. First, this generalization comes at a cost: it would introduce additional parameters into COBRA(α,0), potentially increasing the burden on future
designers to select an appropriate α for each follower type. Second, given that we are addressing human follower types, presumably they may share a
similar anchoring bias even if they differ in their type, i.e. the benefits of this generalization are not clear-cut. Thus, it is not completely clear that the
benefits of such a generalization would be offset by its cost. Exploring these trade-offs is left for future work.
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i � ε + (

1 − ql
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)
M ∀l ∈ Ψ, j ∈ Q (47)

M
(
1 − ql

j

) +
∑
i∈X

Rl
i jxi � γl ∀l ∈ Ψ, j ∈ Q (48)

hl
j � ql

j ∀l ∈ Ψ, j ∈ Q (49)

xi ∈ [0 . . . 1] ∀i ∈ X (50)

ql
j,hl

j ∈ {0,1} ∀l ∈ Ψ, j ∈ Q (51)

al ∈ � ∀l ∈ Ψ (52)

x′
i = α

(
1/|X |) + (1 − α)xi ∀i ∈ X (53)

3.5. Complexity

It has been shown that finding an optimal solution in a Bayesian Stackelberg game is NP-hard [10] and thus DOBSS,
COBRA(α,0), COBRA(0, ε), and COBRA(α, ε) are MILPs that face an NP-hard problem. A number of effective solution pack-
ages for MILPs can be used, but their performance depends on the number of integer variables. DOBSS and COBRA(α,0)

consider |Q ||L| integer variables, while COBRA(0, ε) and COBRA(α, ε) double that. MAXIMIN on the other hand is a linear
programming problem that can be solved in polynomial time. Thus we anticipated MAXIMIN will have the lowest running
time per problem instance, followed by DOBSS and COBRA(α,0) with COBRA(0, ε) and COBRA(α, ε) close behind. However,
as shown in runtime results, this was not observed in practice.

4. Equivalences between models

In this section we suggest and prove equivalencies between our robust model and DOBSS under certain conditions. First
we will demonstrate how DOBSS can be reformulated with the same objective as COBRA(α,0). After this reformulation we
will show how altering the parameters α and ε can cause COBRA(α, ε), COBRA(α,0), COBRA(0, ε), and DOBSS to produce
identical results (i.e. identical mixed strategies).

Observation 1. When ε = 0 and α = 0 then MILPs (8) and (42) are equivalent.

Proof. It follows from the definition of x′
i that when α = 0 then x′

i = xi since the follower is assumed to once again perfectly
observe and believe the leader strategy xi . Note that if ε = 0 the inequality in the fifth constraint of MILP (42) is the same
expression as the inequality in the fourth constraint with ql

j substituted for hl
j . Since the objective of MILP (42) is to

maximize the leader reward this means that hl
j will be selected as the follower’s optimal response that maximizes the

leader reward (i.e. a strong Stackelberg equilibrium) and ql
j will be set to the same. Introducing additional ql

k = 1 where
k �= j would only serve to reduce the reward and thus would not be an optimal solution to the MILP. We will show that the
two MILPs (8) and (42) attain the same optimal objective function value.

To show that solution to MILP (42) � solution to MILP (8), consider (q, z,a) a feasible solution for MILP (8). We define
x̄i = ∑

j∈Q zl
i j , q̄ = h̄ = q, ā = a, and γ̄l = ∑

i∈X

∑
j∈Q Rl

i j z
l
i j . From the first through third constraints and the sixth constraint

in MILP (8) we can show that zl
i j = 0 for all j such that ql

j = 0 and thus that x̄i = zl
i j for all j such that ql

j = 1. This implies

that γ̄l = ∑
i∈X Rl

i j x̄i for the j such that ql
j = 1 in MILP (8) and it is then easy to verify that (x̄, q̄, h̄, ā, γ̄ ) is feasible for MILP

(42) with the same objective function value of (q, z,a) in MILP (8).
For solution to MILP (8) � solution to MILP (42), consider (x,q,h,a, γ ) feasible for MILP (42). Define q̄ = h, z̄l

i j = xihl
j ,

and ā = a. Then we can show that (q̄, z̄, ā) is feasible for MILP (8) by construction. Since hl
j � ql

j in constraint seven and as

explained in the optimal solution ql
j will equal hl

j it follows that γl �
∑

i∈X Rl
i j xi for the j such that hl

j = 1. This implies that

γl �
∑

i∈X

∑
j∈Q Rl

i j z̄
l
i j and that the objective function value of (q̄, z̄, ā) in MILP (8) greater than or equal to the objective

value of (x,q,h,a, γ ) in MILP (42). �
The key implication of the above observation is that when ε = 0, COBRA(α, ε) loses its robustness feature, so that once

again when the follower faces a tie, it selects a strategy favoring the leader, as in DOBSS.
Based on this observation, the remaining observations presented in this paper about COBRA(α, ε) can be generalized to

DOBSS accordingly.
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Observation 2. When α is held constant, the optimal reward COBRA(α, ε) can obtain is decreasing in ε.

Proof. Since the fifth constraint in MILP (42) makes ql
j = 1 when that action has a follower reward between (al − ε,al],

increasing ε would increase the number of follower strategies set to 1. Having more active follower actions in the sixth
constraint can only decrease the minimum value γl . �
Observation 3. Regardless of α, if 1

2 ε > K � |Cl
i j | for all i, j, l, where K is the greatest absolute opponent payoff, then COBRA(α, ε) is

equivalent to MAXIMIN.

Proof. Note that |al| in MILP (42) � K . The proof simply needs to show that the leftmost inequality of the fifth constraint
in MILP (42) implies that all ql

j must equal 1. This would make COBRA(α, ε) equivalent to MAXIMIN. Suppose some ql
j = 0,

then that inequality states that −K �
∑

i∈X Cl
i j xi � al − ε < K − 2K = −K a contradiction. �

Although DOBSS and COBRA(0, ε) make different assumptions about the follower’s responses, it can be shown that in a
zero-sum game their optimal solutions become equivalent. This of course is not true of general sum games. In a zero-sum
game the rewards of the leader and follower are related by

Rl
i j = −Cl

i j ∀i ∈ X, j ∈ Q , l ∈ L

It is well known that minimax strategies constitute the only natural solution concept for two player zero-sum games [28].
As DOBSS is an optimal Stackelberg solver it follows that it is equivalent to a minimax strategy for zero-sum games.

Observation 4. COBRA(0, ε) is equivalent to a minimax strategy for zero-sum games.

Proof. Given the minimax solution to a zero-sum game we define the expected reward for any strategy of the follower,
σ j ∈ ΣΨ , to be V Θ

j for the leader and V Ψ
j for the follower. Assuming that the follower’s strategies are ordered in descending

order in terms of expected reward for the follower and there are m such strategies, the minimax solution yields V Ψ
1 � V Ψ

2 �
· · · � V Ψ

m for the follower and V Θ
1 � V Θ

2 � · · · � V Θ
m for the leader. COBRA(0, ε) is an algorithm that assumes the attacker

will choose a strategy within ε of her maximum expected reward (in this case V Ψ
1 ) and of these ε-optimal strategies it

attempts to maximize the expected reward for the worst case outcome. As seen by V Θ
1 � · · · � V Θ

m the minimum expected
reward possible for the leader is the follower’s optimal strategy and any ε-deviation will only result in a higher expected
reward for the leader. It follows that the minimax strategy already maximizes the expected reward for the worst case
outcome of any ε-optimal response by the follower. Thus, COBRA(0, ε) yields a strategy that is equivalent to minimax in
zero-sum games. �
5. Experiments

We now present results comparing the quality and runtime of COBRA(α, ε) with previous approaches and baseline ap-
proaches. The goal of our new algorithm was to increase the expected reward obtained by a security agent against human
adversaries by addressing the bounded rationality that humans may exhibit and the limited observations they may experi-
ence in many settings. To that end, experiments were set up where human subjects would play as followers (adversaries)
against each strategy with varying observability conditions. As noted earlier we cannot prove optimality against human
adversaries who may deviate from the expected optimal responses and thus we rely on empirical validation through exper-
imentation.

5.1. Experimental design

Our experiments were setup to examine three crucial variables of real-world domains. The first variable is the reward
structure of a particular domain. Depending on the reward structure human choices could vary vastly. For instance, in some
reward structures there may be only a single action that obtains the highest reward possible, while in a different reward
structure there may be multiple different actions that obtain the highest reward possible. We are particularly interested in
reward structures similar to those used in security domains such as that at LAX and the Federal Air Marshals Service (FAMS)
[35,21]. Our second variable is different observability conditions for human subjects. Security officials, such as those at LAX
and FAMS, are interested in the observational capabilities of their adversaries and how this will affect their decisions. In the
real-world, some adversaries may be able to take many observations before deciding to act while others may end up having
to act with very little information. It is important to understand how this can affect the decisions and actions humans may
take. Finally, we want to examine the algorithm we have presented and test its performance against human subjects given
adjustments to its α and ε parameters as well as adjustments to reward structure and observation conditions to understand
how we can better deal with human adversaries.
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Fig. 1. Game interface.

In order to examine these three variables (reward structure, observation condition, algorithm parameters) we constructed
a game inspired by the security domain at LAX [33,35], but converted it into a pirate-and-treasure theme. The domain
had three pirates — jointly acting as the leader — guarding 8 doors, and each individual subject acted as an adversary.
We selected 8 doors to model the 8 terminals found at LAX. Although our algorithm allows for multiple follower types
(a Bayesian Stackelberg game) we modeled each subject as a single follower type defined by the reward structure. The
subject’s goal was to steal a treasure from behind a door without getting caught. Each of the 8 doors would have a different
reward and penalty associated with it for both the subjects as well as the pirates. For instance, as shown in Fig. 1, door 4
has a reward of 3 and a penalty of −3 for the subject and a reward of 1 and a penalty of −5 for the pirate. If a subject
chose a door that a pirate was guarding, the subject would incur the subject penalty for that door and the pirate would
receive the pirate reward for that door, else vice-versa. Going back to our previous example if the subject chose door 4
and a pirate was guarding that door then the subject would receive −3 and the pirate would receive 1. This setup led to a
Stackelberg game with

(8
3

) = 56 leader actions, and 8 follower actions.

5.1.1. Reward structure
We constructed four different reward structures for the 8-door 3-pirate domain described that are similar to hose used

in security domains such as that at LAX [35]. These reward structures can be found in Appendix A. There are three key
features in these reward structures. First, we use a reward scale similar to that used at LAX to determine the payoffs for
both the leader and the follower. Namely, rewards range from 1 to 10 and penalties range from −10 and −1. Second, these
reward structures meet the model criteria of what are known as security games [51,21] and they are used in domains such
as LAX and FAMS. The main features of these games are a set of targets T = {t1, . . . , tn}, a number (N) of resources to protect
these targets, and a reward and penalty to the attacker and defender based on whether a target is covered by a resource or
not. If a target is covered the attacker receives her penalty and the defender its reward else vice versa. Finally, in addition
to the reward scale and to ensuring that we followed the requirements of a security game, we also wanted to examine
reward structures where the follower’s small ε-deviations from the strong Stackelberg equilibrium (SSE) were significantly
harmful to the leader (such arbitrarily small ε-deviations model cases where the follower does not break ties in favor of the
leader, see Section 2.3). These reward structures are particularly interesting for our new robust method since our method
specifically guards against such potentially harmful deviations. Reward structure four is our baseline case, a zero-sum reward
structure, where deviations from the follower’s optimal strategy based on a SSE assumption are only better for the leader.
In the other three reward structures the average expected reward for an ε-deviation — for arbitrarily small ε — from a SSE
is held between −1.30 and −1.96; however, the worst case expected reward for a deviation becomes progressively worse
for each reward structure. In reward structure three the worst case deviation is −3.16, in reward structure two it is −4.21,
and finally in reward structure one it is −4.56. Thus, for each of these three reward structures, follower’s deviations from
optimal play based on a SSE assumption can lead to potentially large degradations in the leader’s expected reward.

Fig. 1 shows the interface used to convey the reward structures to the subjects. The worst case outcome for deviation
from SSE is progressively better from reward structure one to reward structure three. The key question is whether there is
any systematicity in human subject’s deviations from SSE under different conditions and if COBRA(α, ε) can capture them
sufficiently to mitigate their impact. If so, then we expect our robust model to provide the largest benefit in reward structure
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Fig. 2. Single observation.

one and the least benefit in reward structure three. In reward structure four we have shown that, given no observational
uncertainty, our robust model is equivalent to the optimal minimax strategy and thus there will be no benefit due to our
robust approach. However, in all four reward structures we expect our method for handling observational uncertainty to
provide benefits when observational capabilities are low.

5.1.2. Observability conditions
There are four separate observability conditions that we examined. First we explain what an observation is exactly. We

imagine that time can be discretized into rounds and on each round the pirates will choose three doors to guard according
to their current mixed strategy. Specifically, if we examine the UNIFORM strategy then on each round the guards will
choose three doors uniformly at random to guard for that round. A single observation then consists of seeing where the
guards have stationed themselves for a single round and then moving on to the next round where the guards will once
again reposition themselves according to their mixed strategy. An example of an observation can be seen in Fig. 2. We also
printed on a separate window the observations the subjects had received in the current game for them to refer back to. For
instance, after five observations the separate window may list something like [1,2,4][2,4,5][2,6,7][3,7,8][1,3,6] where
each triplet is the three doors the pirates were stationed at in each of the five rounds. On each round the subject will either
receive an observation or will be asked to choose a door to attack.

The four different observation conditions tested were:

(i) The subject does not get any observations (a 1 round game)3;
(ii) the subject gets 5 observations (a 6 round game);

(iii) the subject gets 20 observations (a 21 round game);
(iv) the subject gets unlimited observations — simulated by revealing the exact mixed strategy of the pirate to the subject.

This final condition is also a 1 round game, but we display the mixed strategy the pirates used to select their 3 doors and
the subjects are then allowed to choose which door they will attack on this first round. The mixed strategy is revealed as
the marginal distribution of guards over the 8 doors. Specifically, for each door the subject is given the probability that any
guard will appear on that door for any given round. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, subjects were given full knowledge of their
rewards and penalties and those of the pirates in all situations. In each game the subject observed the pirates’ strategy
under the current observability condition, reward structure, and strategy and then was allowed to make her decision on the
final round of the game. After making her decision the subject was informed whether she was successful or whether she
was caught.

3 Although this conditions more closely resembles a simultaneous move game, where a Nash equilibrium strategy would appear to be the appropriate
one rather than the Stackelberg equilibrium strategy, we were interested in exploring how our algorithms could perform under these circumstances. In the
real world security forces may be more concerned with intelligent adversaries who are taking observations, but there may still be instances of adversaries
who attack without the ability to make observations.
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5.1.3. Algorithms and parameters
These experiments compare DOBSS, COBRA(0, ε), COBRA(α, ε), MAXIMIN, and UNIFORM. We chose to include

COBRA(0, ε) in these experiments to demonstrate the value of having both observational uncertainty and bounded ra-
tionality assumptions in an algorithm over having just one. It is important to include either COBRA(α,0) or COBRA(0, ε) to
examine whether observational uncertainty, bounded rationality, or the combination of both results has the largest affect
on our results. Based on the results in all four conditions for COBRA(0, ε) we already find the need to address both bound-
edly rationality and observational uncertainty important. Furthermore, we later conduct detailed experiments exploring the
impact of α.

The value of ε in an application should reflect the assumptions regarding the uncertainty in adversary reward and the
precision with which the human adversary decides between the different actions. While determining the human adversary’s
precision is difficult in general, in our experiments the value of ε was determined based on three factors:

(i) ε > 0 based on the assumption that subjects playing our games were not precisely computing expected utilities;
(ii) ε had to be set to a value to produce qualitatively different leader strategies than created by DOBSS and MAXIMIN to

help gain a clear understanding of how ε affects the results against human subjects;
(iii) ε had to be held constant across our four games.

Hence we chose ε = 2.5 that lead to 3 to 4 actions in the subject’s ε-optimal set. This is about the halfway point given our
experiments had 8 total choices of actions. DOBSS assumes a single action choice to the adversary and MAXIMIN makes
a worst-case assumption. In some settings a higher or lower selection of ε may be appropriate. Finding a more precise
method for selecting ε is left for future studies.

Unlike deciding ε, a single choice for α will not hold across all reward structures. First, α could be expected to vary with
observability conditions. Second, even for a fixed observability condition, identical values of α across reward structures is
not appropriate. We include in Appendix D tables for how COBRA(α,2.5) changes as α changes from 0 to 1. Notice that in
some reward structures changing α may not necessarily change the mixed strategy for the leader as in Table 21. For this
reason it is necessary to examine each reward structure individually. Within each reward structure, we tried two different
techniques to choose α, one with a fixed α and one with a variable α, in order to compare the impact of variable α more
clearly.

Since the value of α is used to balance the amount of observed information and a priori bias information that the adver-
sary incorporates in her assumption of the leader strategy, this parameter should be related to the amount of observations
made by the follower. Thus, the technique with variable α is obviously the more standard version. Clearly when the follower
has unlimited information α = 0 (the follower correctly estimates the leader strategy) and when she has no observations
α = 1 (the follower uses the a priori bias). Less straight forward is how to set an α value when the follower has 5 or 20
observations. We follow two methods of adjusting α:

• The first is to conduct r trial experiments with human adversaries using COBRA(0, ε) with 0, unlimited, and n obser-
vations. In our experiments n is either 5 or 20. Given the choices made by each subject in the trial experiments we
collect r subject expected rewards for each observation condition. Let corrn,0 be the correlation between the r subject
expected rewards for the n observation condition and the 0 observation condition. Similarly let corrn,u be the same with
the unlimited observation condition. We set α for n observations as α = corrn,0/(corrn,0 + corrn,u). If the results were
more correlated with the unobserved condition this would make α higher and otherwise it would make α lower. We
assume that having more observations would lead to results that were more correlated with the unlimited observation
condition and having less observations would lead to results that were more correlated with the unobserved condition.
We use this form of adjusting α in reward structures 1 and 2.

• The second method to set α uses fixed arbitrary values: α = .75 for the 5 observation condition and α = .25 for the 20
observation condition. This simple method was created to evaluate the necessity of conducting trial runs to determine
the α values experimentally. We use this second method in reward structures 3 and 4.

Finding an exact method to select α in these conditions remains an issue for future work. Before running this study
we did not have any evidence to suggest either method we attempted would work best. However, we hoped to gain some
insight into choosing α based on the results obtained from both approaches. Section 5.2.6 provides more analysis for choos-
ing α.

The second technique to selecting α is to assume a constant α, leading to a version of COBRA(α, ε) that we will refer
to as COBRA(C, ε) (COBRA(α, ε) with constant α). For COBRA(C, ε), α was set to the same α value as the 5 observation
condition from the four reward structures with the expectation that it would perform poorly in higher observation condi-
tions since it was not appropriately adjusted. The α values chosen for COBRA(α, ε) in each of the reward structures are
summarized in Table 2. In Section 5.2.6 we will present experimental results for many additional settings of the α parame-
ter in both the unobserved and unlimited observation conditions. Based on these settings we will introduce a third, better
performing method for determining α that generalizes to all four reward structures and is more practical in the field.
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Table 2
α values used in each observation condition for a given reward structure.

Unobserved 5 20 Unlimited

Structure one 1 .37 .03 0
Structure two 1 .54 .41 0
Structure three 1 .75 .25 0
Structure four 1 .75 .25 0

5.2. Quality comparison

5.2.1. Setup
Each of our 96 game settings (four reward structures, six algorithms, and four observability conditions) were played by

40 subjects, i.e. in total there were 2480 total trials. There are fewer than 3840 trials however because some are duplicates.
For example, the unobserved condition for a particular reward structure need only be played by 40 subjects as opposed to
240 subjects (one set of 40 for each algorithm). The choices made by those 40 subjects could then be used to compare all
six algorithms since the subjects were not given any information about a particular algorithm in advance for this condition.
Thus the choices made were irrelevant of the algorithm used. Also notice that in some observation conditions a few of the
algorithms yielded the same strategy, i.e. COBRA(α, ε) and COBRA(C, ε) in the five observation condition used the same
ε and α parameters. Subjects consisted of Engineering undergraduate and graduate students at the University of Southern
California.

Given this setup, each subject played a total of 14 unique games and the games were presented in random orderings to
avoid any order bias. In total there were 178 different subjects that played in these experiments. For a given algorithm we
computed the expected leader reward for each follower action, i.e. for each choice of door by subject. We then found the
average expected reward for a given algorithm using the actual door selections from the 40 subject trials. For each game,
the objective of a subject was to earn as many points as possible. The subject was allowed to choose a single door, based on
the current reward structure and observation condition, that they believed was unguarded and once a door was chosen that
game was over and the subject played the next game. Starting with a base of 8 dollars, each reward point within the game
was worth 15 cents for the subject and each penalty point deducted 15 cents. This was incorporated to give the subjects
incentive to play as optimally as possible. On average, subjects earned $13.09.

5.2.2. Results
Fig. 3(a) shows the average expected leader reward for our first reward structure, with each data-point averaged over

40 human responses. Figs. 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d) show the same for the second, third, and fourth reward structures. Notice
that all strategies have a negative average with the exception of COBRA(α, ε) in the unobserved condition.4 In both figures,
the x-axis shows the observation condition for each strategy and y-axis shows the average expected reward each strategy
obtained. For example, examining Fig. 3(a) in the unlimited observation condition, COBRA(C, ε) scores an average expected
leader reward of −0.33, whereas DOBSS suffers a 663% degradation of reward, obtaining an average score of −2.19.

5.2.3. Key observations
We provide our key observations first, then provide statistical significance tests in the following section and later provide

a deeper analysis. The main observation from Fig. 3 is that the COBRA(α, ε) algorithm has a performance that is superior to
the theoretically optimal DOBSS algorithm and baseline approaches against human subjects. We can breakdown this main
observation into observations of the following trends:

1. Considering observational uncertainty is important: When creating algorithms for leader strategies in Stackelberg games
it is important to address biases that may arise from observational uncertainty. Focusing first on the unobserved and
5 observation conditions, COBRA(α, ε) and COBRA(C, ε) obtain much better results demonstrating the benefit of incor-
porating an anchoring bias. In the 20 and unlimited observation conditions we see that COBRA(α, ε) and COBRA(C, ε)

can still provide benefits, however, in these cases it is assumed that observational uncertainty is low so the effect of
anchoring biases begin to diminish. As can be seen in Fig. 3, COBRA(α, ε) performs better than DOBSS in all except only
two cases (reward structure three 20 and unlimited observations). Because of its lack of adjustment of α, COBRA(C, ε)

is seen to perform better than DOBSS in all conditions except in four total cases confined to reward structures three
and four.

4 The reason all strategies obtain a negative average is due to the lack of enough resources (or guards) in this setting, but that is where randomization
strategies have the most impact. The reason COBRA(α, ε) was able to obtain a positive reward in the unobserved condition is that it placed all its resources
on a small subset of doors (a more deterministic strategy) assuming that humans would choose these doors based on their belief of the ignorance prior
(uniform distribution). In practice the humans did indeed play according to this expectation and thus the rewards obtained were much higher. Examining
Tables 14–16 it is clear that while most rewards are negative, in the unobserved condition for COBRA(α, ε) (seen as COBRA(1,2.5)) there are a few distinct
doors that obtain very high rewards, which correspond to the doors chosen by most human subjects in these experiments for this condition.
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Fig. 3. Expected average reward.

2. Addressing bounded rationality is an important component when designing algorithms that perform against humans: Examining
COBRA(0, ε) specifically we can see in the 20 and unlimited observation conditions for reward structure one and two
that addressing bounded rationality provides improvements over DOBSS. In the lower observation conditions we begin
to see how observational uncertainty becomes a larger factor making bounded rationality a secondary issue. This follows
from our first observation presented. In reward structure four, a zero-sum game, COBRA(0, ε) and DOBSS are exactly
equivalent, so no gains are expected. In reward structure three, where deviations from SSE were least harmful of the
remaining reward structures, there is some difference between COBRA(0, ε) and DOBSS, but not as much as in reward
structures one and two. In general though, our results confirm the expected result that humans do not strictly play
the game theoretic optimal. Thus, it is important to address deviations from this theoretic optimal based on bounded
rationality to prevent what could potentially be significant losses.

3. COBRA(C, ε) surprisingly outperforms COBRA(α, ε) under high observation conditions in some reward structures: This un-
expected result lead to the subsequent experiments reported in Section 5.2.6 and to a more efficient heuristic for
selecting α.

5.2.4. Statistical significance
Our main observation in the previous section critically depends on significant differences between COBRA(α, ε) and the

remaining strategies. We chose to employ more robust statistical methods for our tests in order to overcome limitations with
our data set. These limitations include a non-normal distribution (due to a very small number of discrete choices as opposes
to continuous or near continuous choices) and high variance. Having a normal distribution is an important assumption of
traditional statistical tests such as the classic T-test.

For our statistical significance tests we used a one-way Brunner–Puri test [7] for repeated observations in the unobserved
condition and we used Yuen’s test for comparing trimmed means [52] in the 5, 20, and unlimited observation conditions. In
the unobserved condition all structures were treated separately, however, in the 5, 20, and unlimited observation conditions
reward structures one and two were combined into a single data set. For an in depth discussion of this decision and also
why these statistical tests were chosen please see Appendix B. In general, given the nature of our data — discrete rather than
continuous distribution of values and non-normal distributions — it can be difficult to obtain statistical significance without
significantly larger data sets. Yet, our results do achieve statistical significance in key cases demonstrating the effectiveness of
our COBRA(α, ε) strategies, as summarized below.

Conclusions regarding unobserved condition: Looking first at the unobserved condition, COBRA(α, ε) obtained statis-
tical significance against DOBSS in reward structures one, two, and three with a maximum p-value of .04. Since reward
structure four is a zero-sum game we reiterate that the strategy space for our robust method is limited. Namely, in
all observation conditions the results for the DOBSS, MAXIMIN, and COBRA(0, ε) algorithms are identical. Thus, the only
way to alter the strategy based on our robust method is through the use of α. Although the results are in favor of
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COBRA(α, ε) in this reward structure, in the unobserved condition we were unable to achieve statistical significance against
DOBSS/COBRA(0, ε)/MAXIMIN without a larger data set. Against MAXIMIN and UNIFORM, COBRA(α,ε) obtains statistical sig-
nificance in reward structures one, two, and three with a maximum p-value of .04 except in reward structure one where
it obtains a p-value of .098 against MAXIMIN. Overall these results demonstrate the superiority of COBRA(α,ε) over DOBSS
and simple baseline algorithms in the unobserved condition.

Conclusions regarding combined data from reward structures one and two in remaining observation conditions: In
the 5, 20, and unlimited observation cases the maximum p-value obtained for COBRA(C, ε) versus any other strategy was
.033. Given that COBRA(C, ε) is shown outperforming every other strategy, including COBRA(α, ε), under these observation
conditions, this establishes that COBRA(C, ε) is statistically significantly better than all other strategies in these reward
structures under these observation conditions. This in turn demonstrates the superiority of the COBRA(α, ε) algorithm as a
whole in these reward structures and observation conditions since COBRA(C, ε) is an instantiation of COBRA(α, ε) with a
particular choice of α.

Conclusions regarding reward structure three in remaining observation conditions: In reward structure three for the
5 and 20 observation conditions we do not achieve statistical significance between DOBSS, COBRA(α, ε), and COBRA(C, ε)

making the results obtained inconclusive. To a certain extent this is an implication of deviations in reward structure three
not being as harmful to the leader (see Section 5.1.1) and thus more difficult to obtain significant differences between the
strategies. However, in the unlimited observation condition we find that DOBSS is statistically significantly better than all
other strategies with a maximum p-value of .036. Although in the unlimited condition, given the choices made for α and
ε, DOBSS outperforms our robust strategy, we will later present an alternative choice for these parameters in Section 5.2.6
that is able to outperform DOBSS.

Conclusions regarding reward structure four in remaining observation conditions: In reward structure four, as presented
in Section 4, we know that MAXIMIN, DOBSS, and COBRA(0, ε) are equivalent. In the unlimited and 20 observation condi-
tions, given our choice for α, it is also the case that COBRA(α, ε) and DOBSS/MAXIMIN/COBRA(0, ε) are equivalent. Given
these equivalencies, our only concern is COBRA(C, ε). Since COBRA(C, ε) is outperformed in the 20 and unlimited observa-
tion conditions it provides no benefits in these cases. However, for the 5 observation condition we find that COBRA(C, ε) (or
COBRA(α, ε)) is statistically significantly better than all other strategies with a maximum p-value of .005. Given these re-
sults and the statistical significance achieved in the 5 observation condition we find COBRA(α, ε) to be the superior strategy,
even in a zero-sum game, due to its ability to handle observational uncertainty.

5.2.5. Analysis of results
We discuss the key implications of the observations presented in Section 5.2.3 and why they were reached. We include

two tables for reference in the following discussion, Tables 3 and 4. Table 3 shows the expected rewards (for a subset of
the algorithms tested) the leader should obtain for each door selection by the follower in reward structure one on average.
For instance, if the follower selected Door 2 when playing against DOBSS the leader would expect to obtain an average
reward of −.97. Obviously depending on whether there was a guard stationed there or not in any particular instance the
leader would get the respective reward or penalty associated with that door, but over time the average would converge to
the expectation of −.97. We have placed in bold font the expected reward for each of the algorithms. This is the reward
an algorithm expects to receive based on the assumptions it has made. For example, DOBSS is an algorithm that expects
the follower to play a strong Stackelberg Equilibrium (SSE) strategy. This means that the follower will choose, between her
highest reward choices, the door that is also best for the leader. This SSE strategy is the reward value that has been placed
in bold font for DOBSS. MAXIMIN on the other hand is an algorithm that makes a worst-case assumption and thus all doors
that give the minimum expected reward are placed in bold font.

Table 4 shows the percentage of times the follower chose a response that gives the leader (pirate) a reward equivalent
to or higher than the expected reward for the current algorithm under different observation conditions in reward structure
one. We will refer to these responses as expected strategy(s). To clarify what we mean by expected strategy(s) we will look
at COBRA(0, ε) as an example. As seen in Table 3, this algorithm expects to receive a reward of −.36. Thus, in Table 4
under the unobserved observation condition we see that the follower chose a door that gave the leader a reward of −.36 or
higher (an expected strategy) 65% of the time. We point out that MAXIMIN is a strategy that expects a worst-case outcome
and thus all doors are expected strategies. DOBSS is on the opposite extreme, since it assumes perfectly rational play, and
thus generally results in a single door being the expected strategy. COBRA(0, ε) and COBRA(α, ε) fall somewhere in between
these lines, where multiple doors within the ε-optimal strategies are expected strategies, but less doors than MAXIMIN where
all doors are expected strategies. Of course as shown in Section 4 this depends on the setting of ε since a setting that is too
high will yield the same result as MAXIMIN.

Table 3 shows an important trade-off. MAXIMIN achieved a 100% match with expected strategies (Table 4), but it does so
by making all leader rewards low (−1.63). DOBSS achieves low match with expected strategies, but its leader expected payoff
is higher (.39). COBRA(α, ε) is in the middle of these extremes. We include in Appendix C:

(i) tables presenting the actual mixed strategies for each of the reward structures;
(ii) tables of the expected rewards for each reward structure given the strategies presented in (i);

(iii) tables for the percentage of times the follower chose an expected strategy in each reward structure.
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Table 3
Leader expected rewards for each door selection in reward structure one.

DOBSS COBRA(0, ε) MAXIMIN COBRA(.37, ε) COBRA-5 COBRA(.03,2.5)

Door 1 −5 −4.58 −1.63 −5 −4.61
Door 2 −.97 −.42 −1.63 −.30 −.37
Door 3 .36 −.36 −1 −.30 −.37
Door 4 −1.38 −.79 −1.63 −.30 −.73
Door 5 .06 −.36 −1.63 −.30 −.37
Door 6 −1 −.86 −1 −1 −.87
Door 7 .39 −.36 −1.63 −.30 −.37
Door 8 −4.57 −3.69 −1.63 −3.32 −3.67

Table 4
Percentage of times follower chose an expected strategy in reward structure one.

Structure one Unobserved 5 20 Unlimited

DOBSS 20% 7.5% 17.5% 12.5%
COBRA(0, ε) 65% 65% 65% 70%
COBRA(α, ε) 57.5% 92.5% 72.5% 70%
COBRA(C, ε) 92.5% 92.5% 87.5% 95%
MAXIMIN 100% 100% 100% 100%

In each of the expected reward tables we have placed in bold font the expected reward for each of the algorithms. We
reiterate that an expected strategy is any door selection that gives an expected reward for the leader at least as high as the
values in bold font.

Our first conclusion was that observational uncertainty is important. By accounting for this uncertainty, strategies are
able to exploit human perceptions and make more appropriate use of resources. That is why COBRA(α, ε) performs better
than DOBSS in most conditions. In fact, examining Table 4 we see that in the unobserved condition against COBRA(α, ε),
human subjects played an expected strategy 57.5% of the time, such as door 3 or door 5 as seen in Table 3, while against
DOBSS they played an expected strategy merely 20% of the time. However, based on MAXIMIN’s performance it is clear that
getting followers to play expected strategies is not the only component. As mentioned earlier, there is a tradeoff in this match
with expected strategies and leader rewards. MAXIMIN is too loose with its resources making all responses expected strategies
and thus the benefits begin to diminish because resources are spread too thin. It is important to utilize resources efficiently
and not squander them unnecessarily. By more accurately modeling human responses our new strategies are better able
to utilize resources to guard against these responses and thus achieve a higher reward, one that is closer to the reward
they expect to receive based on their expected strategies. Of course when observation is high we assume that observational
uncertainty is low and adjust our strategies accordingly. Thus we find that utilizing a strategy that exploits human anchoring
bias, but does not squander resources, provides the benefits we are seeking.

Our second conclusion was that addressing bounded rationality is important when dealing with human adversaries.
We reach this conclusion due to COBRA(0, ε)’s superior performance. In fact, examining Table 4 we clearly see that un-
der all observation conditions the assumptions made by DOBSS are a poor model of human choices. Against COBRA(0, ε)

on the other hand, which addresses bounded rationality by utilizing the concept of ε-optimal responses, human subjects
consistently play expected strategies 65–70% of the time under all observation conditions. While this improvement in ex-
pected strategy match comes at the cost of lower expected reward (Table 3) the overall results indicate that the trade-off
leads to an overall better performance of COBRA(0, ε). This is a clear indication of the benefits that can be obtained by
addressing bounded rationality. In fact, we can specifically see in the 20 and unlimited observation conditions for reward
structure one and two that addressing bounded rationality provides improvements over DOBSS. Indeed, it is necessary to
address bounded rationality when dealing with humans [41]. Many times their choices can be guided by their cognitive
limitations and thus it is necessary to robustly guard against a spectrum of possible choices rather than optimize against
a single optimal choice [41,37,42,8]. By optimizing against the perfectly rational choice DOBSS may make poor use of its
resources when dealing with human adversaries. Even COBRA(0, ε) is not a perfect model of human behavior, however, it is
at least a step in the right direction since it is able to obtain expected strategies more often than algorithms without bounded
rationality.

We defer the explanation of our final key observation to Section 5.2.6. However, we point out that due to the poor
performance of COBRA(α, ε) in reward structure three compared to DOBSS we ran further experiments exploring differ-
ent α values that are separate from the experiments presented in Section 5.2.6. Using a strategy with α = .5 we found
through experimentation with 40 new subjects that in the unlimited observation condition, COBRA(α, ε) obtains an average
expected reward of −1.35 outperforming DOBSS with an average expected reward of −1.5. In Section 5.2.6 we present
3 alternate choices for α in the unlimited observation condition on top of the three choices presented in these original
experiments.
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Fig. 4. Unobserved condition — expected average reward.

5.2.6. Handling observational uncertainty
Given the significant impact of α on our results, this section provides further analysis of the choice of α on performance.

Given that human choice under uncertainty remains a key area of research in psychology [13,14,20,22,43,46], it is difficult
to provide a definitive answer; however, we provide a solid initial grounding and heuristics for choosing α. We focus on the
two extreme observability cases — the unobserved observation case and the unlimited observation case — for this initial
investigation.

As explained before, since the choices made in the unobserved condition were made irrespective of the strategy used
(humans did not have any information on the strategy being employed when they made their decision) we were able to
test all α values in this case using the data collected for each reward structure. The results are presented in Fig. 4 and
demonstrate a clear increasing trend in all four reward structures. On the x-axis we vary the value of α and on the y-axis
we show the average expected reward obtained for a particular value of α given the choices made by the subjects in the
unobserved condition. For example, looking at Fig. 4(b) we see when α = 0 the average expected reward is −1.46 while
when α = 1 the average expected reward is .7. These results suggest that in the absence of observations, humans do appear
to be anchoring on the uniform distribution and thus α = 1 is the optimal setting in all four reward structures. It follows
that if the expectation is for humans not to take any observations of the leader strategy, exploiting their anchoring biases
can be important.

Determining an appropriate α value for the unlimited observation condition is more difficult. Since the humans are given
the strategy in advance under this condition and normally (with a few exceptions) changing α also alters the strategy used,
we were required to test each new value of α with a new set of subjects. To avoid exhaustively testing a large number of
α values, we focused on testing three new α values per reward structure in particular. For these experiments we used the
exact same setup described previously but the subjects only played 12 games instead of 14 (for the 12 new α values) and
each of these games were with unlimited observation.

The new values of α tested against human subjects were selected using two key criteria. Before discussing these criteria,
we present Fig. 5, which helps ground these criteria. We also define a term which we will call strategy entropy as −∑n

i=1(pi ∗
log(pi)) where pi is the probability value shown on door i. Although this is the standard equation for entropy it differs in
our setting as it is defined over the marginal distribution subjects are shown. This is in contrast to calculating the entropy
of the mixed strategy that produced this marginal distribution. As explained previously in Section 5.1.2, in the unlimited
observation condition, the strategies are presented to subjects as the marginal probability distribution of guards over the
8 doors, where the sum of the probabilities over all 8 doors will be 3. Specifically, for each door we give the subject a
probability p and this is the probability that they will obtain their penalty (there will be a guard on the door) where 1 − p
is the probability they will obtain their reward (there will not be a guard on the door).

Based on this definition, a higher strategy entropy represents a strategy where the probability value of each door is closer
to .375 (300% divided evenly among 8 doors) and a lower strategy entropy represents a strategy where the probability value
on each door is closer to 1 or 0 (more specifically the highest entropy possible is 4.245). Fig. 5 shows, for each value of α
in each reward structure, the strategy entropy produced from the corresponding mixed strategy. On the x-axis we list the
value of α and on the y-axis we list the strategy entropy obtained from the corresponding strategy. We highlight the values
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Fig. 5. Strategy entropy for varying α values.

used in the additional experiments we ran and the original experiments for the unlimited observation condition with a bold
circle. More specifically, for each of these reward structures there are 5 highlighted values corresponding to the three new
values selected for these additional experiments, the value used in COBRA(C, ε) in the original experiments, and finally the
value used in COBRA(α, ε) in the original experiments which was α = 0.5

Given Fig. 5, our two criteria for selecting α values are as follows:

(i) The strategy entropy for the corresponding mixed strategy should not be low as this corresponds to deterministic strate-
gies. Since humans are provided this strategy in advance, they would certainly exploit a very high α, i.e. low entropy.
We selected strategies with entropy 1.19 or higher.

(ii) The strategy entropy for the corresponding mixed strategy should be quantitatively different than other α values already
being tested. For example, for reward structure four, strategy entropy is constant over a range of α values as the strategy
is constant. Selecting two α values from this range is not useful.

The results of these new experiments along with the results from the original experiments in the unlimited observation
condition can be seen in Fig. 6. On the x-axis we present the different algorithms and different values of α for COBRA(α, ε)

and on the y-axis we present the average reward obtained by each of the corresponding strategies. For example in Fig. 6(b),
COBRA(.54,2.5) obtains an average reward of −1.08.

Fig. 6 allows us to make the following observations about setting α in COBRA(α, ε) for the unlimited observation condi-
tion:

• High values of α lead to poor performance: Choosing a high α, which leads to a lower strategy entropy performs poorly.
Lower strategy entropy implies more determinism, which human followers exploit. In our experiments, strategy entropy
below 2.4 appeared to degrade performance.

• Mid-range values of α may lead to the best performance in reward structures where a follower’s deviation from expectation is
harmful to the leader: Previously it was assumed that α = 0 would be the best setting for the unlimited observation
condition, but our results are clearly contradictory to this. Choosing the lowest values of α (near 0) leads to a high
strategy entropy, but that does not provide the best outcome (in three of the four reward structures). One possible
explanation for this result is that humans have difficulty reasoning about strategies that are overly complicated. If
strategy entropy is too high then humans may have difficulty evaluating alternatives in order to find optimal or even
ε-optimal strategies and this may cause them to deviate from expected strategies which can lead to a degradation in the
leader’s expected reward — as explained previously, these three reward structures were specifically designed such that

5 In reward structure three there is a sixth value that was used in the original experiments as an alternative value for COBRA(C, ε) in the unlimited
observation condition to outperform DOBSS.
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Fig. 6. Expected average rewards for varying α under the unlimited observation condition.

deviation by the followers from expected strategies were harmful to the leader. In our experiments, a strategy entropy
between 2.5 and 2.85 appears to be optimal.

• Lowest values of α may perform optimally in zero-sum reward structures: In the fourth reward structure, or zero-sum reward
structure, the α value that gives the maximum strategy entropy (i.e. COBRA(0,2.5)) is optimal. This makes intuitive
sense given that the optimal strategy in a zero-sum game is equivalent to a minimax strategy as shown by our ob-
servations in Section 4. In a zero-sum game, any deviation from optimal play by the follower leads to an expected
reward that is strictly higher for the leader. For reward structures one, two, and three however, deviations can lead to
severe degradations in the leader’s expected reward making it more important to account for deviations from optimal
play. Our robust strategies are designed to combat these potentially detrimental deviations, which means in a zero-sum
game, as we have explained previously, they are the least useful. However, even in a zero-sum game it is still possible
to exploit human anchoring biases in low observation conditions to obtain higher expected leader rewards as shown by
our results.

Based on these results we can see why COBRA(C, ε) is seen to outperform COBRA(α, ε) in the unlimited observation
condition as noted in Section 5.2.3. Also, our results have demonstrated that the optimal choice for α in the unobserved
observation condition appears to be α = 1. In the unlimited observation condition our results have shown that, for general
sum games, setting α to a value that leads to a strategy between a mid-range to high-range entropy appears to be best.
While a precise predictor for optimal α remains an issue, particularly for other observation conditions, using a strategy
entropy based technique for selecting α in these conditions appears to be a promising approach.

Given the analysis presented in Section 5.2.5 and these additional experiments, COBRA(α, ε) and COBRA(C, ε), with
appropriately chosen α and ε values, appear to be the best performing among the presented algorithms. The performance
of DOBSS in some of these experiments also illustrates the need for the novel approaches presented in this paper for dealing
with humans. For example, in Fig. 3(a) it is clear that under high observation conditions DOBSS performs very poorly in
comparison to other strategies. In fact, in this case DOBSS is seen performing even worse than simple baseline algorithms
such as MAXIMIN. Indeed, with DOBSS having been deployed for almost three years at Los Angeles International Airport
(LAX) [35], these results show that security at LAX could potentially be improved by incorporating our new methods for
dealing with human adversaries.

5.3. Runtime results

For our runtime results, in addition to the original 8-door game, we constructed a 10-door game with
(10

3

) = 120 leader
actions, and 10 follower actions. To average our run-times over multiple instances, we created 19 additional reward struc-
tures for each of the 8-door and 10-door games. Furthermore, since our algorithms handle Bayesian games, we created 8
variations of each of the resulting 20 games to test scale-up in number of follower types. For the a priori probability dis-
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Fig. 7. Comparing runtimes.

tribution of follower types we assume each follower type occurs with a 10% probability except the last which occurs with
1 − .10(n − 1) probability where n is the number of follower types. For example, if there are 5 follower types, the first
four types each occur with a 10% probability and the last type occurs with a 60% probability. Experiments were run using
CPLEX 8.1 on an Intel(R) Xeon(TM) CPU 3.20 GHz processor with 2 GB RDRAM.

In Fig. 7, we summarize the runtime results for our Bayesian game using DOBSS, COBRA(0, ε), COBRA(α,0), COBRA(α, ε)

and MAXIMIN. We include one graph for the 8-door results and one for the 10 door results. For COBRA(α, ε) we set ε = 0.
For both COBRA(α,0) and COBRA(α, ε) we varied the value of α to show the impact on solution speed. We include α = .25
and α = .75 in the graph, denoted by COBRA(.25,2.5)/COBRA(.75,2.5) for COBRA(α, ε) and COBRA(.25,0)/COBRA(.75,0)

for COBRA(α,0) respectively. The x-axis in Fig. 7 varies the number of follower types from 1 to 8. The y-axis of the graph
shows the runtime of each algorithm in seconds. All experiments that were not concluded in 20 minutes (1200 seconds)
were cut off. As expected, MAXIMIN is the fastest among the algorithms with a maximum runtime of 0.054 seconds on
average in the 10-door case. Not anticipated was the approximately equivalent runtime of DOBSS and COBRA(0, ε) and even
more surprising were the significant speedups of COBRA(α, ε) and COBRA(α,0) over DOBSS and COBRA(0, ε) depending on
the value of α. As shown in Fig. 7 as α increases, the runtime of COBRA(α, ε) and COBRA(α,0) decreases. For example, in
the 10-door 8 follower type case when α = .25 COBRA(α, ε) is unable to reach a solution within 1200 seconds on average,
however, when we increase α to .75 COBRA(α, ε) is able to find a solution in 327.5 seconds on average. In fact, excluding
MAXIMIN, every strategy except COBRA(α, ε) with α = .75 and COBRA(α,0) reached the maximum runtime in the 10-
door 8 follower type domain. This speedup could be attributed to the branch-and-bound methods used to find solutions to
these MILPs. Since COBRA(α, ε) and COBRA(α,0) distribute some of their weight to the uniform distribution it decreases
the number of branch-and-bound nodes necessary to achieve a solution by decreasing the branch space. Our set of results
in particular support this theory. These results demonstrate that our algorithms do not incur significant runtime costs for
the proposed enhancements to deal with bounded rationality and observational uncertainty and in fact may even provide
runtime improvements over DOBSS.

6. Related work

We examine three areas of related work. In Section 6.1 we examine related work in game theory and game theoretic
approaches. In Section 6.2 we look at non-game theoretic approaches to security and finally in Section 6.3 we address
related work in human biases and observational uncertainty in Stackelberg games.

6.1. Game theoretic approaches

Addressing deviations from the theoretically optimal choice is a common concern in game theoretic settings [17,27,
39,40,44,8,32,26,2]. One well known approach is trembling hand perfect equilibrium [39,40]. While a formal definition of
trembling hand perfect equilibrium is provided in [31], the key intuition is that players find an equilibrium given that other
players may choose unintended strategies due to a “trembling hand” or error. The key difference between our work and
that of the trembling hand approach is that we make specific predictions on how our adversary may deviate, as opposed to
assuming she could make uncorrelated mistakes that lead to unexpected events, and then optimize against these predictions.
In a security setting this seems more appropriate since many security forces will have some prior knowledge about who
their adversaries may be and what their interests are.
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An approach that is more closely related to our work is that of ε-equilibrium [44]. This approach has been examined
for simultaneous move games with respect to Nash equilibrium, but to the best of our knowledge a similar approach has
not been attempted for Stackelberg games. In a simultaneous move game it is assumed that a ε-equilibrium point has been
reached when a unilateral deviation from that equilibrium point by one of the players will not increase the payoff of that
player by more than ε. Although our approach also examines ε-deviations on behalf of the adversary we still consider
a perfectly rational leader. This is an important difference between our approach and ε-equilibrium approaches since we
assume only the follower is willing to make unilateral deviations within ε of her optimal choice while the leader continues
to play optimally. Addressing these ε-deviations is helpful against human adversaries who may have limited computational
abilities and thus may not be able to distinguish between rewards within a ε-bound; indeed we experimentally illustrate
the usefulness of this approach.

An alternative approach to accounting for some ε-bound is quantal response equilibrium [27]. Quantal response equi-
librium is an approach that assumes the players observe the reward for any particular action with some error. For any
particular action there is a vector of possible observation errors and some distribution over this vector. The players will
then choose their optimal actions depending on their observed error. Under these circumstances players will play better
strategies more often than worse strategies, but best strategies are not always played. This approach has been applied to
both normal-form games and extensive-form games. Although quantal response could potentially be better at addressing
human behavior in our settings, two of the major pitfalls of this approach are the computational complexity and the neces-
sity for prior data in order to specify the error structure in advance. Given the data that has been collected in this paper
we hope to implement and experiment with a quantal response model in the future.

Robust game theory was first introduced for Nash equilibria [1] and adapted to wardrop network equilibria in [30]. These
prior works show existence of an equilibrium and how to compute it, when players act robustly to parameter uncertainty.
We draw inspiration from these concepts in our techniques to guard against choice uncertainty, however, the key difference
is that instead of robustly guarding against all uncertainty we make predictions about how choices will deviate from the
optimal due to observational uncertainty and bounded rationality. Bounded rationality has itself of course received significant
attention in game theory related literature [37] — the key question remains how to precisely model it in game theoretic
settings [42].

In addition to all of the key equilibrium concepts, the field of experimental game theory has additionally provided a
wealth of contributions and insights on deviations of human play from equilibrium predictions and different models to
explain these deviations [8]. In contrast with previous work, our work has focused on Stackelberg security games and
provided new MILPs for an automated computer program to play as the leader in such games, taking into account specific
human biases and limitations when they act as followers. In this way our work complements the previous work mentioned
above by emphasizing the need for efficient computational strategies and understanding their interactions with human
responses. As mentioned earlier, specific key novelties of our work are in bringing together

(i) previous best known algorithms from the multiagent literature for solving Bayesian Stackelberg games;
(ii) robustness approaches from robust optimization literature;

(iii) anchoring theories on human perception of probability distributions from psychology.

6.2. Non-game theoretic approaches

Non-game theoretic models have also been explored for security, such as the “Hypercube Queuing Model” [24], based
on queuing theory. This model depicts the detailed spatial operation of urban police departments and emergency medical
services and has found application in police beat design, allocation of patrolling time, etc. The patrolling problem itself has
received significant attention in multi-agent literature due to its wide variety of applications ranging from robot patrol to
border patrolling of large areas [3,21,34]. We complement these works by applying robust methods for Bayesian Stackelberg
games to these domains and taking into account human anchoring biases when dealing with limited observations.

6.3. Human biases and observation errors

Limited observability provides a different challenge which we addressed via support theory [46]. Related work in support
theory has shown that people exhibit anchoring biases and that they are slow to update away from these biases [13,14,38].
Specifically people anchor on the uniform distribution (ignorance prior) for the occurrence of a discrete set of events until
they have obtained information to make an evaluative assessment about the actual occurrence of those events. Once they
have obtained information they are slow to update away from the ignorance prior until they become confident on their
evaluative assessment. Combining these concepts, such as ε-optimal responses, robust optimization, and anchoring biases,
in a novel context (Stackelberg games) we are better able to address human followers who may deviate from the expected
optimal choices due to bounded rationality and limited observations.

Related work has also examined other issues surrounding observation in Stackelberg games. It has been shown that if
the follower faces any cost for observing the leader’s action, irrespective of the size of the cost, the leader will lose his value
of commitment in all pure-strategy equilibria. However, there does still exist some mixed-strategy equilibrium that will fully
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preserve the first-mover advantage [47]. Similarly it has been shown that the first-mover advantage is lost when there is
noise in the follower’s observation for pure-strategy equilibria [4]. It was later shown that noisy Stackelberg equilibrium can
exist in the case of mixed strategies [11]. Our work examines a different issue than either of these findings. Namely, we
look at the case where the follower neither incurs a cost to make an observation nor makes noisy observations; rather, the
follower must make observations one at a time in order to construct their belief of our policy and because of this constraint
may not take the necessary number of observations to construct an accurate representation. In adversarial settings this is
can be a reasonable assumption since adversaries will observe the security force for some time in advance and the security
force will not know when they will take these observations or for how long. Previous work in the context of Stackelberg
games has not addressed this type of observation uncertainty.

7. Summary

Stackelberg games are crucial in many multiagent applications, and particularly for security applications [6,33]; for in-
stance, these games are applied for security scheduling at the Los Angeles International Airport and the Federal Air Marshals
Service [35,45]. In such applications automated Stackelberg solvers may create an optimal leader strategy. Unfortunately, the
bounded rationality and limited observations of human followers challenge a critical assumption — that followers will act
optimally — in existing Stackelberg solvers, which may lead to a severely under-performing strategy when the follower devi-
ates from the optimal strategy. In fact, human decisions are guided by their bounded rationality and limited observations of
probabilistic events, as opposed to utility maximizing rationality [14,19,38,41,42]. To apply Stackelberg games to any setting
with people, this limitation must be addressed.

This paper provides the following key contributions. First, it provides a new robust algorithm, COBRA(α, ε), that includes
two new key ideas for addressing human adversaries:

(i) human anchoring biases drawn from support theory;
(ii) robust approaches for MILPs to address human imprecision.

To the best of our knowledge, the effectiveness of each of these key ideas against human adversaries had not been ex-
plored in the context of Stackelberg games. Furthermore, it was unclear how effective the combination of these ideas, being
brought together from different fields, would be against humans. The second contribution is in providing experimental evi-
dence that this new algorithm can perform statistically significantly better than existing algorithms and baseline algorithms
when dealing with human adversaries as followers. Thirdly, our detailed experiments provide a solid initial grounding and
heuristics for the right parameter settings for the α parameter within our COBRA(α, ε) algorithm. These conclusions are
drawn from experiments done on four settings based on real deployed security systems, in 4 different observability con-
ditions, involving 218 human subjects playing 2960 games in total. These results show that COBRA(α, ε) is likely better
suited for applications dealing with human adversaries. Lastly, runtime analysis is provided for this algorithms showing that
it maintains equivalent solution speeds compared to existing approaches.
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This paper significantly extends our previous conference publication [36]. It provides significant new experimental results
and new analysis, additional theoretical results and proofs related to zero sum games, additional explanations and related
work. In our previous publication [36] we presented three algorithms named BRASS, GUARD, and COBRA. It can be shown
that BRASS and GUARD are special cases of COBRA and so we present all three as modifications of COBRA here.

Appendix A. Reward structures

Table 5
Reward structure one.

Doors 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Subject reward 1 9 5 6 7 1 10 3
Subject penalty −2 −4 −3 −3 −3 −2 −4 −3
Pirate reward 1 4 2 3 4 1 5 2
Pirate penalty −5 −8 −1 −6 −5 −1 −7 −7
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Table 6
Reward structure two.

Doors 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Subject reward 8 5 3 10 1 3 9 4
Subject penalty −3 −2 −3 −2 −3 −3 −2 −3
Pirate reward 4 3 1 5 1 2 5 2
Pirate penalty −8 −10 −1 −8 −1 −3 −11 −5

Table 7
Reward structure three.

Doors 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Subject reward 8 5 2 10 1 3 9 4
Subject penalty −3 −3 −3 −3 −3 −3 −3 −3
Pirate reward 4 3 1 5 1 2 5 2
Pirate penalty −8 −5 −1 −10 −5 −3 −9 −6

Table 8
Reward structure four.

Doors 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Subject reward 8 5 2 10 1 3 9 4
Subject penalty −3 −3 −3 −3 −3 −3 −3 −3
Pirate reward 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Pirate penalty −8 −5 −2 −10 −1 −3 −9 −4

Appendix B. Statistical significance tests

As noted earlier, we are unable to use classical tests such as the T-test to judge statistical significance and hence different
types of tests were run on our data. Among our reward structures, reward structure four was to be treated separately as it
is a zero-sum game. We explain the tests we used and the reasons these were chosen in the following.

Reward structure one and reward structure two are structures with higher penalties to the leader when the follower
deviates from strong Stackelberg equilibrium (SSE) assumptions. Given this similarity in reward structures one and two
and the similarity of the results they produced we first ran a two-way Friedman test for repeated observations [15] in the
unobserved observation condition and a two-way Friedman test (not for repeated observations) in the 5, 20, and unlimited
observation conditions between them. A two-way test is a test that examines two variables within an experiment. In our
case the two variables are reward structure and algorithm. We ran these tests to be certain that reward structure had an
impact on the results produced for reward structures one and two. If reward structure did not have an impact on the results
produced the data sets can be combined into one large data set.

In the unobserved observation condition the conclusion based on this test was that the reward structures did have an
impact on the results, however, in the 5, 20, and unlimited observation conditions we found that they did not. Since reward
structure did not influence the results in these cases, the data sets from reward structures one and two were combined into
one large data set for the 5, 20, and unlimited observation cases. This arrangement left reward structure three separated by
itself (since reward structure four was kept separate as a zero-sum game), but when combining reward structure three with
one and two, we find that it had an impact on performance and hence separation was justified. The null hypothesis in all
of our tests is that the results produced between any two algorithms are actually identical. This hypothesis is rejected with
a p-value of .05 or less. Given this setup we had the following statistical tests.

First, the unobserved case was treated separately from other cases. In the unobserved case, subjects were only given
the reward structure and were asked to make a choice. Consequently, the choice they made would be made irrespective
of the actual strategy employed. Therefore we were able to take the choice made by an individual subject and employ
it across DOBSS, COBRA(0, ε), COBRA(α, ε), COBRA(C, ε), UNIFORM, and MAXIMIN for a particular reward structure. This
means that for a particular reward structure in the unobserved case, the door choice made by a single subject was used
against all strategies. However, notice that a choice made in a single reward structure was not used for the other three
reward structures. For the 5, 20, and unlimited observation cases it was necessary to obtain 40 sample points (subject door
choices) for each algorithm in each reward structure. This leads to the following statistical significance tests:

• Test run for the unobserved case: We ran the Brunner–Puri test for repeated observations [7] in this case. We chose to run
the Brunner–Puri test because the Brunner–Puri method is better suited to non-continuous distributions with discrete
data points for one-way designs. It is also necessary to use a test that deals with repeated observations since the choices
made by subjects were repeated across algorithms. An alternative and more well known method to the Brunner–Puri
method is the Friedman test for repeated measures, however, the Brunner–Puri method is a more robust method.
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• Test run for the 5, 20, and unlimited observation cases: For these cases we tested each of the algorithms separately (i.e. we
did not use one subject’s choice across all algorithms as in the unobserved case) so it is necessary to use a different
type of test. Once again due to the non-normal distribution of our data we chose a more robust method for this test.
In particular we chose to run Yuen’s test for comparing trimmed means [52]. For our tests we used a standard 20%
trimmed mean. A trimmed mean refers to a situation where a certain proportion of the largest and smallest sample
points are removed and the remaining sample points are averaged. This is typically done to help reduce variance in
data collections that may have extreme outliers that can skew data sets [49,50].

Appendix C. Strategies, expected rewards, and expected response percentages

Table 9
Mixed strategies for reward structure one.

DOBSS COBRA(0,2.5) COBRA(1,2.5) COBRA(.37,2.5) COBRA(.03,2.5) MAXIMIN

Door 1 0 .06 0 0 .06 .56
Door 2 .58 .63 .77 .64 .63 .53
Door 3 .45 .21 0 .23 .21 0
Door 4 .51 .58 .81 .63 .58 .48
Door 5 .56 .51 .70 .52 .51 .37
Door 6 0 .06 0 0 .06 0
Door 7 .61 .55 .69 .55 .55 .44
Door 8 .27 .36 0 .40 .36 .59

Table 10
Mixed strategies for reward structure two.

DOBSS COBRA(0, ε) COBRA(1,2.5) COBRA(.54,2.5) COBRA(.41,2.5) MAXIMIN

Door 1 .55 .57 1 .67 .61 .53
Door 2 .44 .55 0 .60 .56 .64
Door 3 .18 0 0 .05 .13 0
Door 4 .67 .53 1 .62 .57 .48
Door 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
Door 6 .18 .31 0 .05 .13 .27
Door 7 .64 .61 1 .69 .65 .58
Door 8 .30 .41 0 .29 .32 .48

Table 11
Mixed strategies for reward structure three.

DOBSS COBRA(0,2.5) COBRA(1,2.5) COBRA(.75,2.5) COBRA(.25,2.5) MAXIMIN

Door 1 .58 .52 1 .71 .55 .48
Door 2 .43 .41 0 .60 .46 .35
Door 3 .09 0 0 0 0 0
Door 4 .65 .55 1 .70 .57 .52
Door 5 0 .17 0 0 0 .47
Door 6 .24 .26 0 0 .33 .17
Door 7 .62 .52 1 .68 .54 .49
Door 8 .35 .53 0 .28 .51 .48

Table 12
Mixed strategies for reward structure four.

DOBSS COBRA(0,2.5) COBRA(1,2.5) COBRA(.75,2.5) COBRA(.25,2.5) MAXIMIN

Door 1 .58 .58 1 .68 .58 .58
Door 2 .43 .43 0 .56 .43 .43
Door 3 .09 .09 0 0 .09 .09
Door 4 .65 .65 1 .73 .65 .65
Door 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
Door 6 .24 .24 0 0 .24 .24
Door 7 .62 .62 1 .70 .62 .62
Door 8 .35 .35 0 .32 .35 .35
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Table 13
Expected rewards for reward structure one.

DOBSS COBRA(0,2.5) COBRA(1,2.5) COBRA(.37,2.5) COBRA(.03,2.5) MAXIMIN UNIFORM

Door 1 −5 −4.58 −5 −5 −4.60 −1.62 −2.78
Door 2 −.96 −.42 1.35 −.29 −.36 −1.62 −3.56
Door 3 .35 −.35 −1 −.29 −.36 −1 .11
Door 4 −1.37 −.79 1.35 −.29 −.73 −1.62 −2.67
Door 5 0.05 −.35 1.35 −.29 −.36 −1.62 −1.67
Door 6 −1 −.86 −1 −1 −.86 −1 −.26
Door 7 .38 −.35 1.35 −.29 −.36 −1.62 −2.56
Door 8 −4.56 −3.68 −7 −3.32 −3.67 −1.62 −3.67

Table 14
Expected rewards for reward structure two.

DOBSS COBRA(0,2.5) COBRA(1,2.5) COBRA(.54,2.5) COBRA(.41,2.5) MAXIMIN UNIFORM

Door 1 −1.32 −1.09 4 .09 −.57 −1.63 −3.56
Door 2 −4.21 −2.81 −10 −2.12 −2.69 −1.63 −5.19
Door 3 −.62 −1 −1 −.89 −.72 −1 −.26
Door 4 .79 −1.09 5 .09 −.57 −1.63 −3.19
Door 5 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −.26
Door 6 −2.06 −1.44 −3 −2.72 −2.31 −1.63 −1.15
Door 7 −.64 −1.09 5 .09 −.57 −1.63 −5.08
Door 8 −2.88 −2.12 −5 −2.93 −2.75 −1.63 −2.41

Table 15
Expected rewards for reward structure three.

DOBSS COBRA(0,2.5) COBRA(1,2.5) COBRA(.75,2.5) COBRA(.25,2.5) MAXIMIN UNIFORM

Door 1 −.92 −1.66 4 .62 −1.31 −2.12 −3.56
Door 2 −1.51 −1.66 −5 −.16 −1.31 −2.12 −2.04
Door 3 −.80 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −.26
Door 4 −.21 −1.66 5 .62 −1.31 −2.12 −4.45
Door 5 −5 −3.92 −5 −5 −5 −2.12 −2.78
Door 6 −1.76 −1.66 −3 −3 −1.31 −2.12 −1.15
Door 7 −.26 −1.66 5 .62 −1.31 −2.12 −3.82
Door 8 −3.16 −1.74 −6 −3.75 −1.87 −2.12 −3.04

Table 16
Expected rewards for reward structure four.

DOBSS COBRA(0,2.5) COBRA(1,2.5) COBRA(.75,2.5) COBRA(.25,2.5) MAXIMIN UNIFORM

Door 1 −1.51 −1.51 3 −.50 −1.51 −1.51 −3.93
Door 2 −1.51 −1.51 −5 −.50 −1.51 −1.51 −2.04
Door 3 −1.51 −1.51 −2 −2 −1.51 −1.51 −.15
Door 4 −1.51 −1.51 3 −.50 −1.51 −1.51 −5.19
Door 5 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 .48
Door 6 −1.51 −1.51 −3 −3 −1.51 −1.51 −.78
Door 7 −1.51 −1.51 3 −.50 −1.51 −1.51 −4.56
Door 8 −1.51 −1.51 −4 −1.75 −1.51 −1.51 −1.41
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Table 17
Percentage of times follower chose an expected strategy.

Structure one Unobserved 5 20 Unlimited

DOBSS 20% 7.5% 17.5% 12.5%
COBRA(0, ε) 65% 65% 65% 70%
COBRA(α, ε) 57.5% 92.5% 72.5% 70%
COBRA(C, ε) 92.5% 92.5% 87.5% 95%
MAXIMIN 100% 100% 100% 100%

Structure two
DOBSS 27.5% 25% 12.5% 10%
COBRA(0, ε) 62.5% 65% 40% 55%
COBRA(α, ε) 62.5% 57.5% 47.5% 55%
COBRA(C, ε) 62.5% 57.5% 55% 47.5%
MAXIMIN 100% 100% 100% 100%

Structure three
DOBSS 20% 20% 20% 25%
COBRA(0, ε) 75% 72.5% 62.5% 60%
COBRA(α, ε) 50% 47.5% 67.5% 60%
COBRA(C, ε) 50% 47.5% 20% 25%
MAXIMIN 100% 100% 100% 100%

Structure four
DOBSS 100% 92.5% 87.5% 85%
COBRA(0, ε) 100% 92.5% 87.5% 85%
COBRA(α, ε 42.5% 52.5% 82.5% 85%
COBRA(C, ε) 52.5% 52.5% 25% 35%
MAXIMIN 100% 100% 100% 100%

Appendix D. Strategies for varying α in COBRA(α,2.5)

Table 18
α-Variations for reward structure one.

Door 1 Door 2 Door 3 Door 4 Door 5 Door 6 Door 7 Door 8

COBRA(0.00,2.5) .069 .631 .213 .578 .515 .069 .553 .368
COBRA(0.05,2.5) .062 .635 .208 .592 .513 .062 .552 .372
COBRA(0.10,2.5) .056 .634 .203 .608 .512 .056 .550 .377
COBRA(0.15,2.5) .051 .632 .198 .621 .510 .051 .549 .384
COBRA(0.20,2.5) .050 .632 .194 .620 .509 .050 .548 .394
COBRA(0.25,2.5) .049 .630 .190 .619 .507 .049 .547 .406
COBRA(0.30,2.5) .046 .630 .187 .618 .506 .046 .546 .418
COBRA(0.35,2.5) .005 .640 .227 .631 .520 .005 .556 .414
COBRA(0.40,2.5) .000 .643 .242 .636 .525 .000 .560 .391
COBRA(0.45,2.5) .000 .647 .256 .641 .529 .000 .564 .361
COBRA(0.50,2.5) .000 .651 .272 .646 .535 .000 .568 .325
COBRA(0.55,2.5) .000 .656 .292 .653 .542 .000 .573 .282
COBRA(0.60,2.5) .000 .662 .318 .661 .550 .000 .579 .227
COBRA(0.65,2.5) .000 .671 .350 .672 .561 .000 .587 .156
COBRA(0.70,2.5) .000 .681 .393 .686 .575 .000 .598 .063
COBRA(0.75,2.5) .000 .689 .423 .696 .585 .000 .605 .000
COBRA(0.80,2.5) .000 .689 .423 .696 .585 .000 .605 .000
COBRA(0.85,2.5) .000 .689 .423 .696 .585 .000 .605 .000
COBRA(0.90,2.5) .000 .689 .423 .696 .585 .000 .605 .000
COBRA(0.95,2.5) .000 .731 .227 .752 .641 .000 .647 .000
COBRA(1.00,2.5) .000 .779 .000 .817 .706 .000 .696 .000
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Table 19
α-Variations for reward structure two.

Door 1 Door 2 Door 3 Door 4 Door 5 Door 6 Door 7 Door 8

COBRA(0.00,2.5) .575 .553 .000 .530 .000 .311 .618 .410
COBRA(0.05,2.5) .579 .555 .000 .535 .000 .300 .622 .405
COBRA(0.10,2.5) .584 .557 .006 .539 .000 .287 .625 .399
COBRA(0.15,2.5) .587 .557 .026 .542 .000 .268 .628 .389
COBRA(0.20,2.5) .591 .556 .048 .546 .000 .248 .631 .377
COBRA(0.25,2.5) .595 .555 .074 .549 .000 .224 .634 .365
COBRA(0.30,2.5) .600 .554 .103 .554 .000 .198 .637 .350
COBRA(0.35,2.5) .606 .554 .136 .559 .000 .167 .642 .334
COBRA(0.40,2.5) .617 .560 .139 .569 .000 .139 .650 .322
COBRA(0.45,2.5) .634 .573 .114 .585 .000 .114 .663 .314
COBRA(0.50,2.5) .654 .589 .084 .604 .000 .084 .678 .304
COBRA(0.55,2.5) .679 .609 .046 .627 .000 .046 .697 .292
COBRA(0.60,2.5) .711 .634 .000 .656 .000 .000 .720 .277
COBRA(0.65,2.5) .730 .633 .000 .674 .000 .000 .735 .225
COBRA(0.70,2.5) .757 .632 .000 .698 .000 .000 .755 .156
COBRA(0.75,2.5) .793 .631 .000 .732 .000 .000 .782 .059
COBRA(0.80,2.5) .828 .597 .000 .765 .000 .000 .809 .000
COBRA(0.85,2.5) .863 .503 .000 .797 .000 .000 .635 .000
COBRA(0.90,2.5) .933 .316 .000 .861 .000 .000 .887 .000
COBRA(0.95,2.5) 1.00 .000 .000 1.00 .062 .000 .937 .000
COBRA(1.00,2.5) 1.00 .000 .000 1.00 .000 .000 1.00 .000

Table 20
α-Variations for reward structure three.

Door 1 Door 2 Door 3 Door 4 Door 5 Door 6 Door 7 Door 8

COBRA(0.00,2.5) .527 .416 .000 .555 .179 .266 .523 .531
COBRA(0.05,2.5) .532 .423 .000 .559 .151 .277 .527 .529
COBRA(0.10,2.5) .537 .431 .000 .563 .119 .290 .532 .526
COBRA(0.15,2.5) .543 .440 .000 .568 .083 .304 .537 .523
COBRA(0.20,2.5) .550 .450 .000 .573 .043 .320 .542 .520
COBRA(0.25,2.5) .557 .460 .000 .579 .000 .337 .549 .516
COBRA(0.30,2.5) .559 .464 .000 .580 .000 .342 .550 .502
COBRA(0.35,2.5) .562 .468 .000 .583 .000 .345 .553 .487
COBRA(0.40,2.5) .570 .481 .000 .590 .000 .320 .560 .476
COBRA(0.45,2.5) .581 .496 .000 .598 .000 .290 .569 .464
COBRA(0.50,2.5) .593 .514 .000 .607 .000 .254 .579 .450
COBRA(0.55,2.5) .607 .536 .000 .619 .000 .210 .592 .432
COBRA(0.60,2.5) .626 .564 .000 .634 .000 .155 .608 .410
COBRA(0.65,2.5) .650 .600 .000 .653 .000 .085 .628 .381
COBRA(0.70,2.5) .687 .615 .000 .683 .000 .001 .660 .352
COBRA(0.75,2.5) .719 .604 .000 .708 .000 .000 .687 .280
COBRA(0.80,2.5) .766 .587 .000 .746 .000 .000 .728 .171
COBRA(0.85,2.5) .842 .556 .000 .807 .000 .000 .293 .000
COBRA(0.90,2.5) .908 .381 .000 .860 .000 .000 .850 .000
COBRA(0.95,2.5) 1.00 .071 .000 1.00 .000 .000 .928 .000
COBRA(1.00,2.5) 1.00 .000 .000 1.00 .000 .000 1.00 .000
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Table 21
α-Variations for reward structure four.

Door 1 Door 2 Door 3 Door 4 Door 5 Door 6 Door 7 Door 8

COBRA(0.00,2.5) .589 .435 .096 .652 .000 .247 .623 .354
COBRA(0.05,2.5) .589 .435 .096 .652 .000 .247 .623 .354
COBRA(0.10,2.5) .589 .435 .096 .652 .000 .247 .623 .354
COBRA(0.15,2.5) .589 .435 .096 .652 .000 .247 .623 .354
COBRA(0.20,2.5) .589 .435 .096 .652 .000 .247 .623 .354
COBRA(0.25,2.5) .589 .435 .096 .652 .000 .247 .623 .354
COBRA(0.30,2.5) .589 .435 .096 .652 .000 .247 .623 .354
COBRA(0.35,2.5) .589 .435 .096 .652 .000 .247 .623 .354
COBRA(0.40,2.5) .589 .435 .096 .652 .000 .247 .623 .354
COBRA(0.45,2.5) .589 .435 .096 .652 .000 .247 .623 .354
COBRA(0.50,2.5) .589 .435 .096 .652 .000 .247 .623 .354
COBRA(0.55,2.5) .600 .451 .010 .662 .000 .268 .634 .372
COBRA(0.60,2.5) .609 .462 .000 .669 .000 .231 .641 .285
COBRA(0.65,2.5) .624 .482 .000 .681 .000 .146 .655 .409
COBRA(0.70,2.5) .651 .520 .000 .705 .000 .048 .680 .393
COBRA(0.75,2.5) .681 .561 .000 .730 .000 .000 .707 .320
COBRA(0.80,2.5) .712 .604 .000 .756 .000 .000 .736 .190
COBRA(0.85,2.5) .787 .477 .000 .819 .000 .000 .804 .010
COBRA(0.90,2.5) .852 .406 .000 .875 .000 .000 .865 .000
COBRA(0.95,2.5) 1.00 .000 .000 1.00 .000 .000 1.00 .000
COBRA(1.00,2.5) 1.00 .000 .000 1.00 .000 .000 1.00 .000
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